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The information contal.ned in this report has been obtained
by the Department of Ptational_Development, as part of the
policy of the Commormealth Government, to assist in the
exploration and development of mineral resources. It may not
be published in any form or used in a company prospectus
17ithout the permission ii writinc of the Director, Bureau of^-
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Note:^The author of this preliminary report is no longer an officer of

the Bureau of Mineral Resources. He resigned 'before completing the report

and we cannot locate originals of plates 6i, 10b, 10c, 10o, 10p, 10r. Plates

19, 21, 22, which are not listed, were with the manuscript and have been

included. No plate la exists as far as can be ascertained.

The report is being issued as it stands because it is felt that it

contains much useful information which should be made available to others

working in the area.
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INTRODUCTION

During 1966 and 1967, a compilation vas undertaken of all the
available geological geochenical and subsurface radiometric data resulting
from exploration and mining activities, by Territory Enterprises Pty. Limited,
the Bureau of Hineral Resources and the Australian Hining and Smelting Co.
Limited,carried out in the central po-rtion of the Hundred of Goyder, Rum
Jungle area, Northern Territory.

The area covered by this compilation extends from the vicinity of
rount Fitch to south of Castlemaine Hill and comprises 17 map Sheets on a
scale 400 feet to 1 inch. Another six sheets which contain very little
information are not included with this preliminary report.

A full evaluation of data, and their correlation with geophysical
results, still remains to be done, Ipt this preliminary report has been
prepared to draw attention to areasLwhich further work is required and to
make the results obtained to date available in a convenient form to other
organizations concerned with explorann.of this area..

METHOD OF COLTILATION

The Run Jungle compilation vas , based on a series of maps established
by D.11.R. geologists carrying out the phOsPhate investigations during 1962
1964 (see Fig.1.). The series are based on T.E.P. Ltd mine grid and consist
of 1:4800 map sheets each representing an area of 8000 x 1200 feet. Blocks
of one hundred 1:4000 sheets have been given a letter symbol (e.g. E.) and
each 1:4000 sheet of the block has been numbered (e.g. E-63). The bottom
left hand corner of block E has been placed at the origin of T.E.P. Ltd.
mine 'grid.

A near-surface geological map was compiled for each of the 17 -
1:4800 sheets showing the positions of . the local grids, diamond drill holes
and costeans. AdcUtional sheets were also prepared showing sub-surface
radioactivity and distribution of copper, load, zinc, cobalt, nickel,
molybdenum and vanadium anomalies. Composite sheets showing the geology
and the main geochemical and subsurface anomalies have been prepared for
this report together with notes on preliminary assessments and recommendations.
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SOURCES OF CMTILED DATA

The information Used in this compilation has accumulated since
19'.50 from prospecting and mining onorations in the central portien of
Hundred of Goyder by Territory Enterprises Pty. Limited, Bureau of
Mineral Resources and the Australian Mining and Smelting Co. Limited,
Compiled data vas derived from:

(a) surface mapping by B.M.R. and T.E.P. Ltd geologists:'

(b) auger drilling and subsurface radiometric and geochemical
surveys by B.M.R. and T.E.P. Ltd.

(c) diamond and perennsion drill core logo recordod by T.E.r. Ltd,
A.M.& S. and B.M.D.

.(d) plans and sections of open cuts and prospects prepared by
T.E.P. Ltd., A.M.& S., and B.M.R.

The area was examined in field during the compilation and
additional mapping and geochemical sampling was carried out where required.
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NOTES ON COMPILATION OF E31 and E32, RUM JUNGLE,
1101 IER11 TERRITORY

(Plates 1 and 2)

STORY 07 EXPLORATION

1. Aiiborne surveys by B.M.R. and T.E.P. Limited detected radiometric
in Mount Fitch North area (Daly, 1957, Livingstone, 1959, Wood and

::cCartily,195 2 ).

2. In 1954 T.E.P. Limited carried out a regional costeaning programme,
followed by waggon, rotary and churn drilling.

In 1961 B.M.R. carried out surface radiometric and electromagnetic
J
surveys (Douglas, 1962).

In 1962 T.E.P..Limited drilled seven diamond drill holes in the area
(Spratt, 1962).

5-^One diamond drill hole was drilled by T.E.P. Limited in 1963 (Spratt,1963).

6. In 1963 B.M.R. Carried out an auger drilling survey (Pritchard and
French, 1963).

7. In 1965 T.E.P..Limited re-drilled part of the 1963 B.M.R. survey area
enclosed by 489001'1 - 5170011, 10500E-11100E (Mount Fitch No.1 local grid).

0.^In 1966 seven diamond drill holes were drilled by T.E.P. Limited to
the geochemical and radiometric anomaliles outlined by the 1965 T.E.P.Ltd.

:;urvey.

'
o•^In 1966 T.E.P. Limited carriedout surface mapping and small scale
auger drilling west of Mount Fitch North area (Marjoribanks, 1967).

-,7:DLOGY •

Eost^the exploration has been carried out along the Coomalie Dolomite
Miden Dyke Formation contact between 4900011 - 5500011 (Mount Fitch flb.1 local

. _TriC:). The stratigraphic sequence as derived from diamond drill holes, auger
surveys and surface mapping in the area appears to be as follows:

Iden Dyke
ition

2 72x.lalie
:olomite

4. sericitic slate
3. black sericitiC slate silicified black slate.•
2. quartz sandstone, partzite, silicified .black slate

black slate, chloritic slate.

y ,.
'tremolitic dolomite siiiCified dolomite, chert.

arkosic schist, arkosic conglomerate

unconformity

-AM Jungle
- 0 :1111ex granite, gneiss.
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The dolomite-slate contact strikes northerly and appears to dip west
o
at

-*- --ut 30 0.- However, the dip of the schistosity in the slates ranges from 10 -
ro Berkman (1966) has noted that "a number of fault zones, probably striking
north-south, have been identified in the drillholes".

Crossbedded arkose and quartzite of the Beestons Formation underlie the
coo:nil° Dolomite to the east and overlie the granite of the Rum Jungle Complex.

liai;1.‘LCE RADIO:ETHIC 2,110MALIES

The 1963 B.M.R. auger drilling survey (Pritchard and French, 1965)
oatlined several radiometric ananalies in Coomalie Dolomite and two radiometric
:10::.alies in Golden Dyke Formation near its contact with the Coomalie Dolomite.
their report, Pritchard and French indicated that 0.015 radiometric units

a”e equivalent to 0.044 mR/Hr. .

Six auger drill holes were drilled in August 1967 to check two of the
or-r1 4 es and a Harwell type ratemeter No. -60 was used to probe the holes for .

‘r.2-dioactivity. The ratemeter was calibrated to read in MR/Hp -and was checked
La ' test hole before and after the drilling carried out in the area. ....-
71riations in the calibration of the instrument were negligible.

Anomalies were drilled as follows:

(0.)^'A radiometric anomaly of .015 units (.044"mR/Hr") vas outlined by the
1963 B.T,T.R. survey in theGolden Dyke Formation at one-foot depth. The anomaly
to elongated along 11000E-between 50200N and 516001T (Mount Fitch No.1 local Grid).
A similar anomaly of .012 units was also outlined in weathered rock in the same
looality. Three auger drill holes were drilled to check this anomaly.

. .1
Mount Fitch No.1^..11.. Maximum Value in
local grid^ '-'1:..^weathered rock.

^

. '1967^1963

^50800N 11000E^;:018 mOr^.015 units
50800N^10800E^ -i015^"^.015^u

51200N^11000E^'.-020^u^.020^u
1

The radiometric readin(js obtained in 1963 and 1967 compare reasonably
7el].. However, it is unlikely that the .015 units of the 1963 B.M.Re survey .

:Irc equivalent to .044 MR/Hr.

The 1963 B.M.R. survey outlined a radiometric anomaly around 52200N
13200E (Mount Fitch No.1 local grid). Three auger drill holes were drilled to
.; .acck this anomaly.

Mount Fitch No01^ Maximum Values in
local grid^ weathered rock.

^1967^1263_
5200011^13200E^ .010 thOr^.007 units
5200011^13400E^ .011^"^.008 "
5220011^13200E^ .014^"^.013

Again the 1963 and 1967 radiometric values appear to be comparable.
...roe diamond drill holes were drilled in the vicinity of the radiometric anomaly

5120011 10800E, but no uranium mineralization was recorded. Another two
-

• 

-mond drill holes were drilled near an anomaly at 53600N 11400E, but only trace
azanium mineralization vas encountered in one of the holes (DD590, 79' - 82';

0,.,1 lbs. Up ton).

1

3....
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It seems therefore, that the radiometric r.anomalies outlined by the

•963 B.M.R. survey are of low intensity and do n6t warrant any further
,-ostinfi. for uranium mineralization. ;^.

15" "ICAL A .I .TOTTALIES

Two Geochemical anomalies of moderate to high intensity occur within
the area covered by E31. The anomalies are summarized below:

Locality
(Mount Fitch No.1)

local Grid

4940011^10800E
4960011^11000E
4900011^10400E

5000 ppm.Cu,^700 ppm. Hi.
1500 ppm.Pb,
3000 ppm.Pb.

51200N^10800E^5000 ppm.Pb.

T.E.P. Limited re-drilled the area enclosed by 48900N - 517001'1 ,
10500: - 11100E (Mount Fitch No.1 local Grid) and relocated copper and lead
mineralization in the same general area as those obtained from the 1963 B.11.11.
survey. The maximum copper and lead values from the T.E.P. Limited survey
were lower and cobalt and nickel values were higher than those obtained from
the B.M.R. survey.

Anomaly II coincides with a radiometric anomaly 'which -.:as mentioned
in a previous section in. this report, has been drilled by three diamond drill
holes in ^recording any mineralization.

Anomaly I has not been drilled ailsome further testing in this area
may be warranted. T.E.P. Limited have drillod seven diamond drill holes north
of this anomaly, but only minor base metal mineralisation has been intersected
by these holes (DD854 - trace galena at ..158 1 ; DD855 - 229 1 6" - 233 1 8",
4'2" x 1.2/0 Cu). Berkman (1966) has stated, that further diamond drilling is
proposed by T.E.P. Limited south of the existing diamond drill holes possibly
near anomaly 1.^ •
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NOTES ON COITILITION OF SHEETS E41 (Plate 3a),
and E42 (Plate 4).

-TS7CRY 07 EXPLORATIOU.

In 1950, D.M.R. geologists investigated the geology in Mount Fitch
p;:ospect area and found secondary uranium mineralization in dolomite near
rin old copper prospecting shaft (Tamblyn's Shaft). The uranium mineralisation
-,as tested by costcans,two shallow shafts and three diamond drill holes.
(7--d 1953).

1953 T.E.P. Ltd extended exploration activities westwards over the
plden Dyke Formation. Four diamond drill holes and many rotary, churn and
-.,:71ggon drill holes were drilled. Costeaning and stripping of the overburden
.
;ere carried out to provide geological information regarding ore distribution.
("Thomas, 1956, 1950).

3. In 1954 B.M.R. made a geophysical survey over the Mount Fitch Prospect
(self potential and electromagnetic). (Langrov), 1956).

4. The 1958 B.N.R.geochemical sampling survey covered the Mount Fitch
Prospect area (Haldane and Debnam, 1959).

5. In 1961 T.E.P. Ltd made an assessment of uranium mineralization at
;:ourct Fitch Prospect. (Mellor, 1961).

6. In 1963 B.M.R. -^carried out -
(a) an auger drilling subsurface radiometric and geochemical survey

which included the Mount Fitc4%g'fbspect area and (Pritchard L French,
1965) -

(B) drilled ten diamond drill holes,and nine rotary drill holes to test
the copper mineralization in dolomite at Mount Fitch Prospect
(Pritchard and French, 1965).

•^-
(c) carried out electromagnetic, magnetic and surface radiometric surveys

over the Golden Dyke Formation - Coomalie Dolomite contact. (Ashley,
1965).

7.^In 1963 two minor investigations were carried out in the area:

(a) Williams (1963) examined the structural environment at Mount Fitch
Prospect for T.E.P. Ltd.

(b) Rhodes (1965) investigated the metasediment - granite relationships
in the area,

0.^In 1964 B.M.R. drilled one diamond drill hole to test a geochemical
anomaly but did not reabh the target area. (Prichard, 1964).

9. In 1965 T.E.P. Ltd auger drilled the Golden Dyke Formation in the
south eastern part of the area cov:ered by E41.

10. In 1966 T.E.P, Ltd carried out reconnaissance geological mapping and
surface radiometric survey over the western part of E41 sheet area.
(Marjoribanks 1967).

T.E.P.Ltd are currently engaged in testing uranium mineralization. at
Mount Fitch Prospect (Berkman, 1966).



GEOLOGY •

Six Lower Proterozoic formations, all striking north-west to north,
occur in the area covered by E41 and E42. From west to east thati include the
Burrell Crock Formation, Golden Dyke Formation and the Coomalie Dolomite.
TO Acacia Gap Tongue underlies the Golden Dyke Formation south of 1.7ount Fitch
Pros1)-ct. Underlying. the Coomalie Dolomite and in contact with the Rum Jungle
Complex to the cast arc the Crater Formation south of 4440011 Wine Grid) and the
7esston's Formation in the north.

Tan coloured slates at 440001'1 10500E (Hine grid) were included in the
3--rel1 Creek Formation by iJeilor (1961), but are tentatively placed in the
Golden Dyke Formation in the compilation of E41.

A generalised sequence is shown in the stratigraphic table.

ferruginous breccia (ferricrete, laterite)

DUII-1121.1 CRFOC

GOLDEN DYKE
F=ATION

ACACIA GAP
TONGUE

C 001.L'ILIE
DoLoi.aTE

.quartz, sericite and chlorite slate,
greywacke

sericite slate, schist; black slate, schist;
chlorite slate, schist; cherty caT,:bonaceous schist.

pyritic quartzite, quartzite, black slate,
• sericite slate.

dolomite, chloritic dolomite, tremolite schist.

CRATER^quartzite, arkosic quartzite,uhematite boulder
FMNTION^conglomerate".

i

DEESTON'S^crossbedded arkose.and quartzite,
i^F=TION^Conglomerate.

ui,Tc oN-FoRraT Y

LUll JUITGLE
C01,1"L'EX

sheared granite, granite gneiss

  

RDIOLETRIC .A.I .TO.L .TALIES 

The B.M.R. auger drilling snrve3i4n 1963 outlined several subsurface
. radiometric anomalies overlying Coomalie 'Dolomite and. Golden Dyke Formation
in the vicinity of flbunt Fitch Prospect. In this report the peak values of
tese radiometric anomalies are grouped into three sub-areas where thvy are
a s sociated with geochemical anomalns (Geochemical anomalies I, II and III.)

•i`

I.^KOUNT FITCH No.1
^

radiometric
Local grid^ units

442001'T^11400E'
^

0.120
44200N^11600E
^

0.120
43000N^11350E
^

0.100
4300011^11550E
^

0.090
43100N^12000E
^

0.000
42900N 11900E
^

0.075
4260011^12000E
^

0.065
4250N^11950E
^

0.060

/ANON^11000E
^

0.010
442001'1^10000E
^

0.048

III^47000N
^

11600E
^

0.040
4680011

^
11400E
^

0.040



An isolated spot value of 0.160 radiometric units was recorded
:520011 11600E. Two small surface radiometric anomalies were also recorded
this locality by the geophysical branch of the B.ILR. (Ashley, 1965).

ANOLTALIES
■■

The 1963 B.N.R. auger drilling survey also outlined a number of
-,,cchemical anomalies in JJount Fitch Prospect area, some of which were first
lo;ated by the 1958 B.M.R. geochemical survey.

A largo copper anomaly (Anomaly I) trends roughly north-south and
-:7=2:lies the Coomalie Dolomite between 4240011 and 44800N (1lount Fitch No.1
:01;a1 grid). Maximum values of +5000 ppm. Cu occur at both ends of this
z..nonaly.

West of the slate-dolomite contact and Anomaly 1, a smaller copper
..-,no: -Ily Anomaly II) occurs vithin the Golden Dyke Formation. A third copper
-nomaly Anomaly III) occurs over the Coomalie Dolomite, some 2000 feet north
3f Anomaly I.

Smaller cobalt, nickel and vanadium anomalies are associated ith all
thrcn of the copper anomalies. Load is conspicuously absent from these

chcmical anomalies but small anomalies of lead occur south-vest of Anomaly I
(1500 ppm. Pb at

A';0:11IN I

4220011,^11000E;

No.1
grid .

1000 ppm. Pb at 4280011,

Cu^pppm.^Co^ppm.

10600E).

Ni^ppm.
3.1ount Fitch

local

4480011 11600E 5000 500
4460011 11700E 5000
4450011 11600E 500a4,
4440011 11600E 5000?-./
4420011 11450E -^• 1 000
4430011 11450E 5000.
4420011 11600E 800
4420011 11450E
4410011 11500E 5000.-
4410011 11700E 5000
4300011 11500E 700
&NOON 11600E 500
4350011 11700E 2000
4320011 11400E 1000
4200011 11900E 5000 2000
4280011 11700E 1000
4270011 12200E 5000
4260011 . 12050E 2000
d270011 12250E 5000 .-

VflON 5000 1000
4250011 12050E 1000 1 000

TT

, 1 ,16001i -10000E 2000 500
11:',00% 101002 1000
.14000N 10002 500
4360011 10000E 1000
4320011 10800E 700
430001:1 10000E 700

/:.700011 11400E 1000 500
4700011 11200E 500
4680011 11d00E 1000 500
46 20014 10600E 1000
4620011 11000E 1000
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!a:71ALIZATI07 

The uranium mineralization at Mount Fitch Prospect has been
j'iocussed by Mellor (1961) and is currently being tested by T.E.P;Ltd.

1963 73.E.R. earried out further drilling and evaluation of the adjacentin 
coner mineralization south-west of the Mount Fitch uranium prospect
;Pritchard and French. 1965). Only a brief summary of the B.M.R. work is
iven here.

The main aeochemical anomaly (Anomaly I) has been drilled throughout
;to length and uranium and supergene copper mineralization have been
encountered at the northern end of this anomaly. Pritchard and French (1965)
oteted that inferred reserves of 100,000 tons of 2/, Cu may be present in this
:art of the anomaly. The best intersections of copper and uranium mineraliza-
tion as recorded by Pritchard and French are:

R142 0 - 65;
D622 14 - 50'

55 - 63!
63 - 65!
68 - - 801

109 1 6 -113'

65 1 x 2.92 .!, Cu
36' x 0.92() Cu
8' x 1.2/o Cu
2' x 1.8 lbs.
12! x 1.4 lbs.
3 1 6 x 2.3$ Cu

U30&/ton.

Further assays carried out by T.E.P: Ltd on core from DG23 revealed
a total of 45 feet of 1-2 lbs. U308/ton.

High radioactivity has also been recorded between 167 - 173 1 in
D336. If this section has not already been checked for mineralization,
radiometric assayina over this part of the core is recommended.

Gossanoub oucrops occur further south near the centre of Anomaly I,
end the highest arade of copper mineralization was recorded in diamond drill

DG.27 (A22 1 6" - 126'6). Low .7rade e.superaene copper mineralization was
.loo recorded in the southern part offIe. main geochemical anomaly.

Sporadic copper mineralization ,extends down-dip from the geochemical
anomaly and was intersected in diamond: d±ill holes^as follows.

D.G.20 251'-^255' 4^x^1'..9;...0 Cu
353'^-^35 6 ' 3!^x'3.30 Gu

D.G.30 590 1^- 600' 10'^x 1.1?0 Uu
D.0.31 655 1^-^660 1 5'^x 4.2:4 . cu

Some of the copper mineralization within the dolomite appears to
oe;nr in the vicinity of the'Coomalie Dolomite . - Crater Formation contact.

is fu-nor noted that slight increases in radioactivity occur in the
Deestens Formation (DC 22 Plate 3c) and in the Crater Formation.

(26 Plate 3b).

The early T.E.P. Ltd drilliIng and costeening in vicinity of anomaly
LT revealed sporadic uranium and copper mineralization. More detailed
::::eesoment of this area is required and further drilling may be recommended.

Geochemical anomaly III and the associated subsurface rdiometric
:,n07:11.1ies have not 'neon tested. Deeper auger drilling is recommended.
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NOTES ON CO=LATION OF SITEETS E,51 and E61

(Plates 5, 8).

7.ISTORY OF EXPLORATION

In1964^maac:

a reconnaissance auger drilling subsurface radiometric and
geochemical survey in the eastern part of E61 area and in south-
eastern part of E51 area. (Dodson and Shatwell, 1965).

(b) carried out surface^. radiometric, magnetic and electromagnetic
survey over the same area. (Ashley, 1966).

2. In 1965 T.E.P: Limited made an auger drilling subsurface radiometric
and geochemical survey over the north-eastern part of the area covered by
E51 (part of Hount Fitch No.1 local grid).

3. In 1966 T.E.P. Limited made another auger drilling subsurface
radiometric and geochemical survey over the south-eastern part of the area
covered by E61 (Finniss Anabranch local grid, - Berkman, 1966).

4.^In 1966 T.E.P. Limited also carried out surface mapping and made a
reconnaissance surface radiometric survey west of 9000E (mine grid): -
(iJarjoribanks, 1967).

GEOLOGY

Kost of the area covered by-We.tyyo sheets is occupied by the
Golden Dyke Formation,and its contacWith the overlying Burrell Creek
Formation trends northerly.

Apart from vein quartz, outcrops are scarce in the area, and
subsurface information from auger holes' at the time of compilation vas only
available from the eastern part of the, area covered by the two sheets. The
predominant rock types enpountered here have been described as sericite
slate, quartz-sericite slate, and amphibelite:

No detailed structural information was available, but the regional
dip of the sequence is probably westerly.

2731.P.1F1\.CE RADIO.T.TTRIC AND GEOCITEI.:ICAL DATA

No significant geochemical_anomalies were encountered in the area
covered by this sheet. The maximum geochemical values obtained from the

and T.E.P. Ltd surveys in the area to the end of 1966 were: -

Locality
(approximate mine grid).

3360011 11200E 60 PPm Cu
358007 11200E PPm Pb
334007 1200011 250 prm Zn
3700011 10200E 60 PPm Co
3930011 11550E 200 PPm Ni
3700011 10000E 12 PPm /do

1.:aximun radiometric 'values to the end of 1966, Vero

33110011^10000E
342001'T^1120011

0.036 mR/Hr
0.036 riR/kr

(a)
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A Cluster of small geochemical anomalies occur in the south-casten
c ov-ler of the area covered by the sheet,. The anomalies occur in the viciuity
of a black slate band trending north-easterly. Maximum geochemical values
from the 1964 11.11.11. and to 1966 T.E.P. Ltd. surveys are as follows:

Locality
(mine grid)

9 420011 10000E 400 ppm. Cu
25200N 4400E 1740 ppm. Pb
2500011 11000E 250 ppm.Ni
2020011 10400E 200 ppm. Co
2420011 10200E & 10600E 60 ppm. Mo
30600 11000E 800 ppm. Zn.

The 1964^auger drilling survey encountered anomalbus
activity in a number of holes in which the radiometric values were increasing
with the depth of the hole. However, the maximum depth probed in some of
these holes was Only 2 feet.

A radiometric anomaly was outlined by the 1964^survey along
traverse 2740011 between 10000E and 13000E. Maximum value reached vas
0.055 no/Hr at 278001'T 10000E (mine grid). However, the 1966 TEP Ltd.,
Finnis Anabranch survey did not confirm any anomalous radioactivity in this
particular area. Furthermore, in September, 1967, the radiometric background
at the surface was checked along traverses 2740011 and 2700011 between 10000E
and 13000E, and anomalous radioactivity, was not encountered.
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nTES ON CO=LATIGH OF SHEET E52

InsupiTGLE_IT.T.

(Plate 6)

1

"'i s torv of Exnlor-tion

Airborne radiometric and aeromagnetic surveys were carried out in the

•-, :ca by D.H.R. and T.E.P. Ltd as follows:

(a) In 1951 - B.E.R. airborne scintillometer survey ('.food and.
EcCarthy 1952)

(b) In 1956 - T.E.P. Ltd low level airborne scintillometer
survey.

(c) In 1957 - B.H.R. airborne scintillometer and aeromagnetic
survey (Livingstone 1959, Daly 1 957)

r.•^During 1954- 1955, T.E.P. Ltd carried out a regional costeaning programme
along the dolomite-slate contact and discovered uranium mineralization
couth of Et. Burton. The overburden was stripped and some of the ore was
excavated. Later diamond and churn drilling were undertaken to define the
o-ebody in depth.

3. During October-November 1950 uranium and copper ore at Ht. Burton
was mined.

4. In 1953 B.M.R. carried out a shallow sampling geochemical survey along
the dolomite-slate contact and outlined copper and lead anomalies north of
::ount Burton open out. (Haldane and Debnam 1959)

5. T.E.P. Ltd drilled 7.diamond drilI:Jaoles and 3 churn drill holes
during the period 1950-1959 to test the geochemical anomalies outlined by
the 1958 B.•.R. survey.^ •

6. In 1963 B.H.R. made an auger drilling geochemical and subsurface
radiometric survey along the Dolerite Rid,::c. ,Extendcd and Eount Fitch T.:o.2
local grids - both north of Eount Burton -open cut. (Pritchard and French 1965)

7. In 1963 B.E.R. carried out an electromagnetic, radiometric and magnetic
.;urvey along the Dolerite Ridge Extended, Et Fitch No. 1 and Et Fitch Po. 2
local grids. (Ashley 1965)

8. In 1963 'Atha= (1963) 'examined the structure at Et. Burton open cut
,and Rhodes (1965) investigated the sediment - granite relationship in the
.:um Jungle Area.

In 1964 MEd?. carried out auger drilling geochcmical, subsurface
:adiometric and geophysical surveys along the Triangle grid which touches
the Western margin of E52 sheet area. (Dodson and Shatwell 1965,.Ashley 1966.)

0.^In 1964 B.E.R. drilled four diamond drill holes in the area covered by
-52 to test anomalies outlined by the 1963 geophysical survey. (Prichard 1964).

11.. In 1965 T.E.P. Ltd auger drilled and carried out gcochemical and
:.:[)surface radiometric surveys over parts of Dole:cite Ridge Extended and
.•.;arlt Fitch Ho. 1 local grids.

12.. In 1967 compilation of the 1963 B.H.R. geochemical and subsurface
mirveys redefined tho .copper, load and radiometric anomalies.

13. In 1967 T.E.P. Ltd. made a chnalow geochemical check survey and commenced
, %iamohd drilling to te:it the anomaliea outlined in tho B.M.R. compilation.
((.! 12, above)

14. In August 1967, nine auger drill holes wore drilled to check the
l'adiometric anomalies.



The Archaean granite and gneiss basement occurs in the north-eastern

.•.21f of the area covered by E52, and four Lower Proterozoic formations, all
north-westerly, occur in the south-western half of the sheet. Thcsd

from cast to west: TheCrater Formation, Coomalie Dolomite, Acacia Gap
and Golden Dyke Formation. 1Torth of liount Buxton open cut the

•.ac.c ia Gap Tongue is enclosed within, the Golden Dyke Formation and generally

I L not in direct contact with the Coomalic Dolomite. The contacts between
various formations, including the basement, and offset by north-cast

rchding faults.

The stratigraphy in the area is considered to be as follows:

2ost-Lower
:'-roterozoic

DYIT.
YCHLIATION

...0ACIA GAP
-.7,2;GUE

;K:LD-311: DYKE
i.ATI OH

:C3:aLIE
)LOI,LITE

FORLIATIOTT

ferruginised sediments, ferricretc, ferruginous breccia,
laterite

black slate, amphibolite, scricitic slate

quartzite, p;p2itic quartzite, black slate, sericite
schist and slate.

amphibolite, black slate.

2. tzemolite schist, .:tremolite chlorite schist, talc
schist, dolomite, MlhOr chert, amphibolite,(?)

1. dolomite, chloritie'dolomite, talc schist, calcareous
shale, kaolinitic s,chist, residual brown soil.

arkose, "hematitic boulder conglomerate":, quartz-mica^74

schist.

unconformity

,TITTGLE quartz-feldspar mica schist (sheared granite),
granite, gneiss.

::ear the granite-sediment contact there are quartz-feldspar-mica schist
• 1:073, some of which appear to grade into granite. These rock types have

c ,escribed by Pritchard and French (1965) and 'dilliams (1963) as being. a
.zed. granite, but on the^Rum Jungle rIppcial map, appear to be

with the Crater Formation. It is possible that these rocks represent
Of the Lower Proterozoic weathering profile of the granites.

Further field mapping in the area in 1966 revealed a small body of iron-
sediments in direct contact with granite at 21900 IS' 33750 N (Eine Grid)

., 2cdimonts arc similar to the hematitic boulder conglomerate of the
:--er Formation. However, the contact appears to be intrusive rather than

uncenformit and these sediments may be Archaean in age.

1
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Ulna= (1963) examined the structure at Mount Burton open cut
c_nd concluded that probably three phases of folding had. taken place as
follows:

(a) The axes of the oldest folding () plunge west-south-
•est at approximately 40 and produced a foliation' trending north-north
west.

(b) Minor folding with horizontal axes trending north-
north-west.

(c) A third fold generation (F
3
) with fold axes plunging at

_o
about 45 south-west.

It his been noted that while north of 37000N (Mine Grid) the Acacia
Cap quartzite ridge is generally less than 400 feet in width, at 3550011
there are two quartzite ridges and the combined width exceeds 1200 feet.

The main rock type in the outcrop is massive quartzite which appears
to dip south-west at about 80 . Arcuate trends of quartzite outcrops were
encountered at 36200 N 13300 E with arcs open to the south. However no
reliable dips or lineations could be found to confirm possible isoclinal
folding.

Subsurface Radiometric Anomalies 

The 1963 B.M.R. auger drill survey outlined several radiometric
anomalies overlying the Coomalie Dolomite and the Golden Dyke Formation
at Burton Creek Prospect. The maximum radiometric values within some of
these anomalies were above .072 units-xcnging up to .125 units (10600 N
13400 W Dolerite Ridge Ext. local grid)4 - w

In August 1967 nine auger drill holes were drilled in the area to
check the northern four of the 1963 1LM.R. anomalies at the following
localities.

4
TAllE 1.

1,:ount Fitch No. 2 local grid

36075 N^14000 E

Maximum

.009

values in weathered

1967^1963

rock

mR/Hr not drilled
36075 N 15000 E .031 II .085 unit
36075 N 15400 E .019 44 .005 II

3 6075 N 15600 E .017 ti .040
36075 N 15800 ]] .010 tt .075 1:

35475 H 15800 "2, .010 tt .000 II

35275 IT 15600 .010 fl .090 It

35275 N 16000 E .009 II .030
35275 kT 16200 E .012 If .000

Anomalous radioactivity was only enco'untered in one auger hole (36075 N
15COE). The readings in the hole increased steadily from .011 ma/Ex at
:ile . surface to a maximum of .031 miViir at the maximum depth of 26 feet.
It Is probable that the maximum radioactivity was not reached in this hole
arld deeper drilling around this locality is recommended.

Lilt; rner helo in Cho (lolien Dyke Formation, the remainder
the holes drilled in Auust 1967 in lo Lho Ceemalie Dolomite did not

Support the high readings recorded in the 1963 B.M.R. survey.
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A surface radiometric survey was alse made by the B.M.R. in 1963
:Ashley 1965). This survey outlined a small area of anomalous radio-
:ctivity at 10000 N 13800 W (Dolerite Ridge Ext. local grid) with a
7( 4 11111M value of about .025 mR/Hr. A check surface radiometric survey

Licntember 1967 confirmed a low radioactive anomaly in the same area
a maximum value of about .020 mR/Hr. However, no significant surface

-aflioactivity was encountered above the 1963 subsurface anomalies further

It is probable that subsurface radiometric anomalies may be associated
th the geochemical anomalies in the area. The surface radioactivity

outlined in 1963 cnd 1967 occur close to the maximum subsurface value of
.125 units at 10600 N 13400 W. However, the location of any such subsurface
:_nomr,lies could not be reliably deduced from the 1963 B.M.R. subsurface
;:adiometrio data.

In order to establish any sub-surface radiometric anomalies, it is
recommended that the area enclosed within 34275 N/3607511, 15000W16500E should
bc auger drilled on a 200 1 x200' grid. Blast hole drilling may be required
in the western part of this area, duo to quartzite outcrops. Excluding the
localities already drilled, the anticipated total. number of holes required
is 52.

Two churn drill holes (C310,0311) have been drilled near the dolomite-
slate contact west of the surface anomaly mentioned previously. No uranium
mineralization above 0.21bs 15308/ton was recorded in either of these holes.

Further south, about 200 feet north .9f Mount Burton open cut, uranium
mineralization was intersected in two^Ltd drill holes (Plate G)

DD 345^150'-197'; 32' x 1.51bs U 0^ton.
CD 296^145'-1751; ; 340 x 0.571bs U30// ton.

3

Another hole about 1400 feet north-West of the open cut also intersected
low grade uranium mineralizaIion. (Plate 6).

DD 350^497'-500.51; 3.5' x 0.7 lbs U 300/ ton

Although.it is conceivable that uranium mineralization has been missed,
none of the other drill holes between DD 345 and DD 350 encountered any
significant radioactivity.

•
Uranium and copper mineralization is known to extend below the floor

of Mount Buxton open cut. However, most of this mineralization is of low
;rade and does not seem to ex t end beyond 250 feet below the original surface
level.

At the south-eastern edge of-Mount Burton open cut uranium and copper
mineralization were intersected in a T.E.P. Ltd churn drill hole-.

CD 295 45' - 95' ; 50' x 5.64,;:L Cu
130' -100' ; 50' x 1.211b3.U,O ni/ ton
205' -220' ; 15' x 0.551bs 1.17;0'6' ton.

The only other hole intersecting mineralization was

CD 290^60' - 65'; 5' x 0.60,L Cu.
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-:;ochemical Anomalies 

The 1963 13.5-1.11. auger drilling survey also outlined intense copper
lead anomalies along the dolomite-slatc.contact north of Liount Burton

1 --
-n cut.^The 400 ppm contours of lead and of' copper extend from about

.
:200 to 3620011 (T.E.P.Ltd mine grid) and in the northern part of the
-;.cmalics these con .::ours are not closed off to the west. The peak

Loc: .
,emical values for both. copper and lead are concentrated in two small

-
-'-s (anomalies 1 and 2). LCGS intense anomalies of nickel, cobalt and

vanadium are also associated in both arearzo

A third, much smaller geochemical anomaly occurs further cast in
dolomite (anomaly 3)

TABLE

1
Anomaly/Co-ordinates
(Lt Fitch No 2

local grid)

15500E^340751'T
15600E^34075N

15600E^34875N

15500E^35075N
15500E^3487511
15600E^34075H
15700E^34075N

15500E^35075N

Cu. ppm

5000
5000

Pb.ppm
5000

Cu.. ppm
200
200
200
200

Ni.ppm

1000

Anomaly 2.

'Co-ordinates (Dolerite Ridge
Extended local grid)

Cu.ppm
14000W
^

10600N
^

5000
139007
^

1060011
^

5000
Pb.ppm

13000W
^

1060011
^

5000
Co. ppm

13700/
^

10600N
^

200
130001
^

10600N
^ -200

13900
^loam^ 200

14.100/
^lo600y.^ 200

Ni.ppm
13900j
^loam^ 700

13800.1
^lo6ouz^ 700

V.ppm
lobOo
^

WO
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Fitch No 2 local grid)

:;00E^35275N 1000 ppm Cu, 3000 ppm Pb,
1000 ppm Ni, 700 ppm Co.

In September 1967 some 26 mattock samples were collected west of the
gcochemical anomalies between traverses 34875N and 3607511 (Mount

ch No 1 local grid). The samples were analysed for Cu,Pb,Zn,Ni and Co

atomic// absorption spectrograph method. The results are outlined in

lit' !

TABLE TIT
ple No^Locality'z.:7. 

Mt Fitch . No 1
local grid.

7123051 3607511 14200E

52 3607511 14400E

53 3607511 14320E

54 3607511 14600E

55 3687511 14800E '

56 3587511 14200E

57 3587511 14400E

58 3567511 14550E •

59 358751 1 14600E

GO 3507511 14800E

61 3577511 14400E

62 3567511 14600E

63 3567511 14800E

64 3567511. 15000E

65 3547511 1000E

66 3547511 14.800E

67 3547511 1500012

!S3 3527511 14600E

69 3527511 14800E

70 3527511 15000E

71 3507511 14600E

72 3507511 14800E

-73 3507511 15000E

T.. 350757 15200E

75 3075N 14800E

7 6 3407511 15000E

77 3487511 15200E

48 3407511 1540011

Cu Pb Zn Ni Co (in PPm)
35 25 18 12 25

35 30 20. 15 35

40 40 30 20 40

40 30 45 30 80

40 45 35 18 40

40 20
,...

20 15 25

25 -P. 40 18 40
s'.7 .

20 .40' 20 15 35
...

35 ,35 20 25 50

40 .50. 15 15 25

20 '25
.,, 10 12 30

4 15 20 10. 8 15

25 45 25 18 35

65 190 30 20 35 5

,^15 15 12 10 15.

25 35 25 15 25

60 160 30 18 20

15 .20 20 12 15

,30 20 20 15 20
,

30.: 40 25 15 30

.15 10 8 8 10

15 10 30 8 20

15 40 ' 15 10 15

110 -moo 40 20 35

24 20 50 12 30

20 45 40 12 25

Go 570 45 18 35

390 2500 100 90 05
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It is evident from the geochemical values of the mattock samples
L ., at the oochemical anomalies do not extend on to the quartzdte ridL,c

the west. Anomalous copper and lead values were only encountere. on
,-,7N erses 340752i and 35075k, cast of 15000E. However, the mineralized
.uence may extend down dip to the west under the quartzite ridge. It is

::commended that any such extension. should be tested by wagon drilling the
z.:ca within 15000 E^15600E, 34275U" - 34675N to at least a depth of 100
:cot.

Two bottom-hole samples taken from the 1967 auer drill holes in the
:.orti:ern part of the Leochemical anomalies were also submitted for oo-
chemical anqyses. The results of these determinations are listed•below.

..;ample No.^Locality
Ylount Fitch No 1 local cixid^Cu Pb Zn Ni Co —

(in PPm)
^

. —

61123007 36075N 15000E 270 100 , 550 90 200
61123009 36075N 15400k 1380 100 450 440 390

In naxch 1967, T.E.P. Ltd were notified of the hi ja copper and
lead values obtained in the 1963 -13.1.7..R0 survey. The company set out to
chock these values and collected 21 shallow depth hand auor samples from
'.he area covered by geochemical anomalies 1 and 2. These samples were
an alysed by atomic absorption . spectro3raph method and the results obtained
tend to confirm and exceed the copper and lead values obtained by the B.Id.R.
(1963) survey. The T.E.P. Ltd results have been listed in Table IV

•^ •
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Co-ordinatos

TABLE IV

analyses of hand auger samples
(Analyses by Atomic Absorption

T.E.P.aa.

(;.lount atch P0 2 )

local crid
3pectro3Taph).

Cu.ppm Pb.ppm

15200E 3507511 GOO 900

15400E 3507511 1000^- 700

15500E 3507511 2700 4700

15500E 3487511 4000 5200

15600E 3487511 3500 20600

(Dolerite Ridce Ext)
local arid

1410017 1000011 200 500

140007 1000011 200 2100

1390011 1000011 ,100 2600

1380011 1080011 600 2000

137007 10800N 1000 3300

141007 1060011 '-'. 400..:,.S 100

140007 1060011 ..:?;,, w500 1200

139007 1060011 -, 200 1500

130007 1060011 400 2900

137001 1060011 1 .' '200 800

142007 104001T 5000 2600

140007 1040011 400 900

130007 10400 500 900

140007 . 1020011
,

200 400

130007 1020011 200 900-

130001 1020011 50 200

T.E.P. Ltd also analysed drill cuLtincz from this area for copper

%rc,1 lead. The results obtained were ecnerally anomalous, althouch no ore
nineralizabion was encountered. The hic,boct values obtained arc as

ollos.

0D 310^55' - 775';^22.5' x . 1..12;:, Pb
CD 180^25' - 30';^5' x 1.55(/) Cu

A list of the complete results of the T.E.P. Ltd analyses from
and other holes are provided in table V.
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TABLE V.

AS S' AY S BY  ATM:1 -1C B0I?PTlCi SPE.C; TITO GilAPH 1..02 HOD  :DONE FE

T ..E^P^Lict CH. 1967

drill samples

C.D.^160 Cu

0-5 1 0.23 0.19

5-10 1 0.27 0.15

10-15' 0.34 0.22

15-20 0.35 0.13

20-25 0.40 0.07

25-30 1.55 0.13

30-35 0.57 0.11

36 7 40 0.63 0.11

4-0-45 0.56 0.09

45-50 sample missing

50-55 0.11 TR

55-60 0.07 TR

60-65 0.04 TR

65-70 0.03 TR

7o-75 0.01 TR

75-oo 0.03^e.• TR

80-85 TR TR

85-90 sample missing

90-95 TR TR

95-100 0.01 TR

100-105 0.01 TR

105-110 0.02 TR

110-115 0.01 TR

115-120 0.01 TR

120-125 TR TR

125-130 TR'
.^,

TR

TR = 0.01rito •

C.D.^101

0-5 .01 .01

10

15 .01 .03

20 .01 .02

25: .02 .02

30 .11 .16

35 .07 .19

40 .13 .16



C.D.^161 (cont) Cu P11;f;

45 .15 .14

50 .04 .0a

55 .07 .16

60 .00 .31

65 .11 .32

70 .17 .47

75 .18 .49

80, .12 .35

0.3. 310

o 2t6" 0.06 0.13

5' 0.04 0.08

7'6 11 0.04 0.09

10 1 0.05 0.16

12 1 Gfl 0.64 0.53

12 1 6" 0.12 0.15

15' 0.17 0.13

17'6 11 0.23 0.18

20 1 0.30 0.32

22t6H 0.46 0.31

25 1 0.39 0.30

27tG" 0. 27 0.27

30 0.17 0.24

32t6 0.17 . 0.17

35 0.15 0.10

37'6" 0.25 0.20

401 , 0.27 0.18

42'6" 0.25 0.20

45' 0.22 0.14

47'6" 0.24' 0.16

50 0.24 0.15

52'6" 0.34 0.34

55' . bample missing

57tGn 0.67 1.60

Go 0.63 2.25

G2IGH 0.45 0.89

65' 0.40 0.70

G7tGn •0.50 1.02

70' • 0.54 0.92

0.60 1.00

75' 0.50 0.90

77 ,6“ 0.76

oot 0.67 0. 3 7
0216? 0.50 0. 3 7



cf/0
Cu

rf
Pb

0014 0.2
0021 0,1
0.25
0.79 0.1
0.57 0.1
0.47 001.

C.D. 179

0 - 5'
5 -10'

10-15'
15 -20'
20 -25'.
25 -30 1

16./ton
U308

0.14
0017
0.24
0.19
0.1
0.12

24..•

C.D. 310 (cont)

Cu Vo PW)

85' 0.47 0.41
87'6" 0.60 0.21
90' 0.45 0.29
92'6" 0.49 0.55

95' 0.49 0.42

T.E.P. ASSAYS DONE IN 1955.

C.D. 298

125-130'^0.11
130-135'^0011
135-140'^0.06
140-145'^0.20
145-150'^0.53
150-155'^0.43
155-160 1^0.66
160-165'^0.66
165-170'^0.41
170-175'^0.74

o gg
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NOTES ON COITILATION OF E62 RIM JUUGLE
UOETH= TE=TTORY

(Plate 9.)

HISTORY OF T=ORATION

^

1.^The prospects at Doleribe Ridge and West Finniss areas were
indicated by (a ) the 1951 C.:1.R. high level ajcborne survey

(Wood and 1.:cCarthij, 1952);

(b) the 1936 T.E.P.Ltd. low level airborne survey (Spratt,1962),

(c) the 1957 B.hI. low level airborne survey (Livingstone,1959)

^

2.^Prior to 1960, T.E.P. Ltd. investigated the slate-dolomite contact
between Browns Prospect and 1.1ount Burton with regioual costeaning and some
limited chi*n drilling.

3. In 19580 B.T:t.R. covered parts of the area with shallow depth
egeocheMical samplin (Haldane and Debnam, 1959).

4. During the period 1960 - 1964, T.E.P. Ltd. drilled six di4mond
drill holes at West Picnics prospect and some 27 diamond drill holes in the
Delerite Ridge - Iblcrite Ridge East areas. (Spratt, 1962, 1963).

5. In 1963 - 1964 T.E.P. Ltd. drilled nine diamond drill holes in the
northern section of the slate-dolomite contact and five diamond drill holes
in the southern section of the slate-dolomite contact between 1.1ount Burton
Open Cut and Browns' Prospect. (Sprat.t.: ....j. . 964).

6. In 1961 and 1952 deeper geochomical sampling and subsurface radio-
metric surveys were carried out by^in the West Finniss and Dolerite
Ridge areas. (Rum:Lon and Shield, 1963a, b).

7.^In 1962, Ruxto1) ma()_e a geochemical soil sampling survey in Rom
Finniss area (Oldershaw, 1963?) .

0 .u.^In 1963,^made a geochemical and subsurface radiometric
auger drilling survey in Drowns' S.W. and Dolerite Ridge East areas.
(Yeaman and Pritchard, 1965).

9.^In 1964^made -

(a) a reconnaissance anger drilling subsurface radiometric and coo-
chemical survey in the western half of the sheet area.
(Dodson and Shatwell, 1965).

(b) caled out surface radiometric, magnetic and electromagnetic
our ^in thc same arca. (Ashley, 1966).

^. 10.^In 1954^drilled two dimond drill holes in the area to test
electromagnetic and magne%ic anomalies outlined in 9(b).

11. In 1965 T.E.P.Ltd carriod out aug7:r drillin'j in the extreme nz'ist:1-
western part of the sheet area, north of the West Finniss prospect.

12. In 1966 T.E.P. Ltd did some additional augor drilling in^Yinnis:-
Anahranch area covoring part of the 1964 OOIGR. auer drill survey in the
:Lc, Lti,h•,:uu't,u.cil part of tho^ 12ca.  (Berkman, 1966).
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Throe formations, all striking nath-west, occur in the area
covered by E62. These are, from cast to rest, the Coomalio Dolomite, Acacia
0:.1)Ton:.;ne and Gölden. D . , -ke Formation, A generalised strtigTaphic sequence
i5 as follows:

5. sericitic slate, black slate, amphibolite
4. greywachr (T)
3.^black slate dolcrite
2. chloritic slate
1. biotiCe-calcite slate, quartz-biotite schist, chlorite

talc schist.

:.CACIA GAP
0::GU:

quartzite (pyritic), black slate

dolomite, tremolitio dolomite.

In the north-cast corner of the sheet area a major shear zone trends
north-easterly. South of this shear zone the Golden Dyke Formation and the
:.eacia Gap Tongue trend east and north-easterly. The Acacia Gap Tongue in this
:,.rca occurs within the Golden Dyke Formation and apparently is not in direct
contact  with the Coomalie Dolomite.

The Dolerite within the Golden Dyke Formation is intrusive.

2:3..TOT.TXLIES 

It has been stated in the repoion the 1961 and 1963^surveys
that the original radiometric readings recorded in the field, and which have

en used for compilation, vere . too low.(Ruxton and Shields, 1963; Yeaman and
7ritchard, 1965). Ruxton and Shields have doubled their values and Yeaman and
.- ritchard have multiplied their results 1).*.o. factor of 2.0 to 3.5 to give an
fluivalent value in mOr.

4
The highest recorded radiometric readings obtained from the 1961

7.nd 1963^surveys are as follows:

•Co-ordinates^Recorded^' . "Corrected"

^

(Doloritc Ridge)^reading^ reading
local grid
(1961 survey)

1. OON^15400W^0.036^ 0.072R/H(

(Brown's S.W.)
local grid
(1963 survey)

2. 1000S 13800W^0.031^ 0.062 mRAIr

3^008 14000W^0.028^ 0.052 mR/Nr

In August; 1967 two auger holes wore drilled in Brown's S.W. area to
r-eck on the 1963 radiometric values recorded in the field.

^

(Brown's S.W.)^ 1.1aximun Value in
local gTid^•^ weathered rock

1967^1963 
008 1000W^ 029 Whr^.0%S units

2008 1000W^ 020 IrMir^.025 units



The radiometric values obtained from the two holes in 1967 arc
to the oricinal valuse recorded lathe field in 1963 at the same

.„:-Jities.^On the evidence from these two holes it scorns that there in no
to alter the original radiometric values recorded in 1963. Idore holes

are required to confirm this.

The 1961 values were not checked..

The radiometric anomaly at OON 15400W (Brown's S.Vir. local grid)
(liamond drilled by T.E.P.'Ltd (D551), but no uranium mineralization vas„

:ncountered in this hole.

The highest radiometric readings recorded by the 1964 B.11.R,
:,u.rvey are as follows:

Co-ordinates
Hine Grid)

1. 26200N^14600E^0.058 MOr

2. 27400N^12600E^0.052 MR/Ur

Part of the area covered by the 1964 B.M.R. survey (23200N -
292001, 9000E - 14600E; T.E.P. Ltd :dine grid) was redrilled by T.E.P.Ltd.
io 1966. Only moderate radiometric anomalies were recorded by the T.E.P.Ltd.
.1_13:vey; so me of these tend to coincide with the B.H.R. anomalies.

Of all the drill holes drilled within the area covered by the
3hcet, only one diamond drill hole has recorded uranium mineralization in
2::cess of 0.5 lbs. U30 ton (DD 741 - 162' - 164'; 2' x 0.58 lbs . U30a/ton).

G7OCHETHCAL ANOMLIES

Only small geochcmical anomall'oo of low and moderate intensity
occur within the area covered by E62. The anomalies tend to occur in the
follovinc.; areas:

(a) alonc the southern part of the dolemite - slate contact from Browns S.W.
to Fount Burton open cut;

(h) in the area around 24000N 21400E (mine grid) where the subsurface
dolomite -slate contact may occur at shallow depth;

(c) in the area west of the Finniss River.

The anomalies are summarised below:

Anomaly 1. -
Co-ordinates
(Dolcrite Bide)

local grid

4008^15400W
3008^15300W

(Drowns S.7. )
local grid

200S^152007
oos 15400

Anomaly 2. -
•(Browns S.W.)

local grid

400N 1/14007
600N 144007
OON 116007
2008 14600 .J

2500011 21400E (mine urid)

700 ppm Cu
300 ppm Ni, 550 ppm. Zn.

1500 ppm. Pb
1500 ppm. Pb, 700 ppm. Cu.

2540011 22100E (mine grid)

700 ppm. Cu, 500 ppm.11i,500 ppm.Co.
700 ppm.Cu

500 ppm.Ni
500 ppm.Cu^500 ppm.Ni.



Anomaly 3
(Brown.' s s
•local grid

2005^13000W
2000^1340077

Anomaly 4
(Brown' s^)
local grid

12005 1540017

2580011^23200E (mine grid)

,

500 ppm. Ni
500 ppm. Cu

2410011
^

22000E (mine grid)

^

700 ppm. Cu^300 P.771 . 1.1 i.

Anomaly 5
(Rum Finniss)
local grid

3000N 20300W
2600N 2030017

25600N 15600E (mine grid)

•700 ppm. Pb
700 ppm. Pb.

Anomaly
(Triangle and Finniss-
Anabranch areas.)
mine grid .

2460011 13600E
24400N 14000E

Anomaly 7.
(Triangle and Pinniss
Anabranch areas)
mine grid

2500011^12600E .
2500011^12400E
2480011^12600E

Anomaly 8
(West Finniss)
local grid

8400N^laGoow
020011^1060017

24400N
^

14000E (mine grid)

340 ppm.Cu. 800 ppm. Pb,

12600E (mine grid)

500 ppm.Pb.
250 ppm.Cu
540 Ppm.Zn.

1340pv1 (mine grid)

520 ppm.Zn
410 ppm.Cu

2400011

2960011

500 ppm.Zn
870 ppm.Zn

Anomalies 1 and 3 havp been drilled by T.E.P. Ltd (D552 and D781
respectively) without oncounering any mineralization. However, vertical
diamond drilling at 400S 154007 (Brown's S.77. local grid) is tentatively
recommended to test the geochemical anomalies in the vicinity of the main
shear zone.^•

Anomaly 5 was outlined during a localised shallow sample survny by
.. )::c. -ton (1963). A weal: copper anomaly was also originally outlined by the 1950

survey in the same area (H.I.C.ane and Debncm, 1959). However, two auger
hole samples in the anomalous area, collected during the 1964 B.M.R. survey
.-2.7.0 only low geochemical values.

In August 1967 . a mattocl.: sample was collected from each of the localities
here Ru:•-ton obtained anomalous . lead values. Atomic absorption. spectrograph
•.talyses of these samples gave slightly anomalous lead values.

.7;:mple No. Rum Finniss
local grid Cu Pb Zn Ni Co

-;123079 2600N^20300W 80 325 100 18 30
00 200011^2030017 00 100 130 30 55

1 123081 300011^2030077 75 290 loo 25 Go

sul:C'aco camel mc wovo nl!to collocted fvom a forrugiums outcrop
a^011 ‘.:,o .,7.e or

2.2.P. Ltd maps. No anomalous geochemical values wore encountered.



Samle NO.^Dolcrite Ridge^Cu^Pb^Zn^Ni^Co
local rid

67123048 2000N 160011 90 • 30^• 4 40 95
67123049 2100N 1500111 50 25 00 15^' 55

The small copper anomalies 2 and 4 have not been tested.

•
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Notes on Compilation of E53 (Plate 7),

E63 (Plate 10a), E73 (Plate 13)

se7.1MARY OF EXPLORATION HISTORY 

Following the initial discovery of uranium minerals at
Jungle in late 1949, prospecting and mining operations were

developed by the B.M.R. during the period 1950-1952.

At the end of 1952 an agreement to work the uranium
coosits was arranged by the Commonwealth with Consolidated Zinc
proprietry Limited. A subsidiary company (Territory Ehterprises
Pty Ltd) was formed by Consolidated Zinc to carry out prospecting
and mining activities at Rum Jungle and elsewhere in the Hundred
of Goyder.

.TEP Ltd took over the mining operations at Rum Jungle in
January 1953 .and by the end of 1958 the extraction of the uranium-
copper-lead orebody at 'White's and the uranium orebody at Dyson's
was completed (Thomas 1956, 1958).

Prospecting activities after 1958 by TEP Ltd, the Australian
, Mining and Smelting Company and the Bureau of Mineral Resources are
briefly summarized as follows:

1. TEP Ltd continued diamond, churn and waggon drilling in
the Embayment Area in search of uranium andebasemetal mineralization.

2. In 1958 BMR made a shallow-depth geochemical sampling
survey (Haldane and Debnam, 1959)

3. In 1963 the Australian Mining and . SMelting Company commenced
development of a copper orebody at Intermediate Prospect . The mining
of this orebody was completed by October 1965 (Berkman, 1966a).

4. In 1963 KU made a localised auger drilling geochemical and
subsurface radiometric survey over the original copper orebody at
Intermediate Prospect (Pritchard, 1964).

5. During the period 1962-64 BgR investigated phosphate
mineralization in the Buckshee-Powerplant area, at White's East
Prospect and near Dyson's open cut (Pritchard et al., 1963, 1966),

6. In 1963 BMR made an auger drilling subsurface radiometric
and geochemical survey in Browns SW area enclosed within 00N-2000S,
11000W-16600W (Brown's SW local grid) (Yeaman and Pritchard, 1965).

In 1964 TEP Ltd.:
nue.er drilled the area south-east of the 1963 RMR Brown's
:11\ . (1 .\' tAst d^S )10,0f. Fnult and sown-west to the railway
lino.

(b) made a reconnaissance auger drilling survey over the
northern part of the Embayment Area (Spratt, 1964).
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S.^In 1966 TEP Ltd made a combined auger drilling and waggon
bxilling subsurface radiometric and geochemical . survey over a small
area north-cast of Dyson's Open cut (Berkman, 1966b).

In 1966 the Australian Mining and Smelting Company Limited
commenced a vertical shaft at Brown's Prospect to test the lead-copper
mineralisation in depth.

The 400 foot : 1 inch sheets of E53 1 E63 and parts of E62
7.11d. E73 cover the "Embayment Area" which comparises a triangular
:ffea of folded and faulted metasediments elongated in a north-east -

direction. It is bounded by the Rum Jungle Complex along the Giant's
Reef Fault Zone on the south-east side; by the Ruin Jungle-Crater
Formation unconformity along the northern side i and the North - -
Australian Railway forms an arbitrary boundary of this area to the
south-west.

CRDLOGY AND STRUCTURE 
^

1
1

The embayment structure was interpreted by the earl Y T.E.P.
Ltd geologists as a complex synclinal structure, consisting of a
number of subsidiary synclines and anticlines. It was thought that
the structure had been deformed by dragfolding due to movements along
the Giant's Reef Fault Zone (Thomas, 1956). Thomas (1958) further
specified that dragfolding was the major tectonic feature in the eastern
part of the embayment.

Later Williams (1963) rejected. dragfolding as a major factor
in the formation of the embayment, and suggested that the embayment
structure was formed by refolding of originally north-south trending
isoclinal folds and of the Rum Jungle Complex itself. He also suggested
that the Giant's Reef Fault Zone may represent a climax of the defor-
mation which produced the refolding in the Embayment Area.

Although refolding of the metasediments and the Rum Jungle
Complex may have taken place to form the embayment, it appears that
dragfolding did occur in the eastern part of the Embayment Area.

The stratigraphic sequence as encountered in the Embayment
Area is as follows:

ferruginised sediment, ferruginised
breccia, laterite, ferricrete.



Golden Dyke Formation

Masson Formation
Acacia Gap Tongue

"Castlemaine Beds"
(Pritchard et al, 1966)

Coomalie i Dolomite

Crater Formation

UNCO/a)RMITY

Rum Jungle Complex

Ii

0

0

0

0

A

A

A

P.

Graphitic and carbonaceous slate,
soricitic slate ; talcose slate,
chloritic slate, "augeA" slate,
chloritic and talcose mudetone,
amphibolite.

black pyritic slate, sericitic
slate, pyritic quartzite.

hematitic quartz breccia, hematitic
siltstone, hematitic sandstone,
dolomite.

dolomitic limestone, dolomite,
tremolitic dolomite.

quartzite, arkose, slate,"hematitic
boulder conglomerate".

sheared granite, leucocratic granite,
coarse granite, granite gneiss.

The structure in the south-eastern half of the .EMbayment
Area consist of a complex synclinal wed ;0-of tightly folded and dis-
ruupted slates, schist and amphibolitesof the Golden. Dyke Formation
and pyritic quartzites and black slates of the Acacia Gap Tongue.
The wedge tapers to the north-east and - dcopens to tho south-west.
The maximum depth of the Golden Dyke Formation within this wedge is
probably attianed between Brown's Prospect:and the contact with the
underlying Coomalie Dolomite, which form S the base of the wedge to
south-west.

The slate-dolomite contact along the north-western margin
of the wedge .is often brecciated and a major shear zone, also trending
north-east, occurs within the slate close to the contact. Most of the
base metal and/or uranium mineralization encountered at White's East,
White's, Intermediate, and Brown's prospects and open cuts ()COUTO

within the belt covering this north-western slate-doMmite contact and
the main shear zone.

Pyritic quartzites and black slates of the Acacia Gap Tongue
underlie the Golden Dyke Formation on the south-eastern side of the
wedge. The Acacia Gap Tongue is in turn underlain by the Coomalie
Dolomite to the south-east.

The Golden Dyke Formation forming the tip of the wedge in
the area between White's East prospect and Dyson's Open cut has
apparently been dragfolded southwards duo to movemunts along the
Giant's Reef Fault Zone. In this part of the area the Acacia Gap
Tongue has broken away from the Golden Dyke Formation to form an
arcuate subsidiary syncline around the tip of the wedge. Most of
the early discoveries of uranium mincralizaton in this area WOTO
located on the north-western side of this subsidiary syncline which
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affects the "Castlomaine Beds" and the Coomalie Dolomite.

The north-western two-thirds of the abayment area is
..7:uaied by the Coomalie Dolomite which encloses the "Castlemaine Beds"

skshee and Powerplant phosphate prospects.•,,

The Crater Formation., at the base of the metasedimentary
.,af.:nce in the Etbayment Area, is confined to the northern edge .

embayment. Here it occurs iridirect contact with a sheared
(quartz-feldspar-mica schist.

(Plate 10a)

-r,ce and Subsurface Radiometric Surveys

No significant radiometric anomalies have been outlined
iaaide the known areas of uranium mineralization in the EMbayment

A systematic surface radiometric survey carried out by
Ltd about 1958 along the 1958 Geochemical baseline confirmed

..•-;- alous radioactivity at Dyson's White's East, White's and at a
lity east of Brown's Prospect at 300N 7700W (1958 Goochemical'
grid). All of these anomalies have been extensively drilled

-,n.-71 the associated uranium orebodies at Dyson's and White's have
:o)ca excavated.

•Later auger drill surveys at Brown's South-West (BM 1963,
Ltd 1964 surveys) and the Janbayment North auger drill survey
Ltd 1964) failed to encounter any significant radioactivity.

Another BMR auger drill survey at Buckshee at 31500N
00E (Mine Grid) outlined to small radiometric anomalies associated

4.!.th phosphate mineralization.

More recently in 1966. the T.E.P. Ltd carried out combined.
;.!: 11: and waggon drilling north of Dyson's Open cut. Radiometric'
.;;alies up to five times background were outlined along the western
::ate-dolomite contact. T.E.P. Ltd were in process of testing this

with diamond drilling early in 1967.

, ICJ1 ANOMALIES

Apart from the original copper minoralization at Intermediate
cut and the lead-copper mineralization at Brown's Prospect, no

basemetal anomalies were detected by the coochemical
The 1958 B.M.R. shallow sampling geochemical survey outlined

.7. intense copper anomaly over the Intermediate and Brown's prospects
'fa another intense Anomaly of lead over Brown's prospect. The south-
;tern extension of the lead anomaly was closed off by the 1963 B.M.R.
er drill survey. A Lime of smal) disconnected nickel anomalies was
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,1 5.0 outlined betwoon 11200W 18008 and 12600W 22008 (1958 Coochemical
l o c ztl ;uid). The 1963 B.M.R. auger drilling survey outlined anomnlies
of copper, cobalt Ind. nickel over tho original'intermediato copper
-rospoct, and the 1964 T.E.P. Ltd Embayment North augur drill survey
c ncountered anomalous copper values at the southern md of travorso
26800E (approximate mine grid) in the vicinity of Brown's Prospect.

The anomalies aro summarised below.

LEAD ANMALIES

1958 D.11R. Geochemical survey
1958 Geochemical

local grid
EOCOW 800N.
9600W 400N
9600W^OON

Brown's S.W.
local grid ,

11000W 200S

Dyson's North .
•^local.grid
31Cli^349E
327N 344E

COPPER A'JOI.:ALIES

1958 Geochemial
local grid

8000W 400N

4800 PPm
4800 PPm
3600 ppm

1963 B.M.R. Brown's S.W. survey

1500 PPm

1966 T.E.P. Ltd Dyson's North Survey

... 620. ppm
'2250 ppm (on E 53)

-

.y^.

1958 B.N.R. Geochemical Survey

2200 ppm

Intermediate Local grid
1963 B.M.R. Intermediate Survey

6200W 300N 5000 ppm
6200 7:; 400N 5000 ppm
6300W 400N 5000 ppm

6300U . 500N 5000 ppm

" 1964 T.E.P. Ltd Ebbayment North Survey
Approximate mine grid
26800E 28400N - -^ 400 pPm

26800E 28800N
^

400 ppm

1966 T.E.P. Ltd Dyson's North survey
Dyson's North^.

local grid
313N 354E
314N 350E
315N^348E

374 ppm
344 pPm

prm



COBALT AND  NICKEL ANOV:ALIES
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1958 Geochemical
local grid

8800W^1200N
4800W^800N

Brown's S.W.
local grid

11600W 22003
11200W 18003
12600W '2200S
13000W 34003

 

1958 B.J.R. Geochemical Survey

350 PPm Co
400 ppm Ni

1963 B.M.R. ez . T.E.P. Ltd Brown's
S.W. Survey

250 ppm Co
500 ppm Ni
400 PPm Ni
400 ppm Ni (on E 73)

1963 E.M.R. Intermediate Survey
Intermediate

local grid
6300W^400N^ 2000 ppm Co

6200W^400N
6300W^400N^ 500 ppm Ni
6300W^500N

19 64^P. Ltd. Dribriyment North

Approximate mine grid
28800N 26800E^ .1000 ppm Co, 600 ppm Ni

-Four rock samples were collected:from the Giant's Reef Fault
zone at 28540N 32240E (mine grid) where the fault is exposed in an
erosion channel. The samples were analysed for Cu, Pb, Zn, Co and Ni
but no anomalous values were present. The results are tabulated below.

Sample No. Cu Ph Zn Co Ni

66127001 10 25 15 5 <5
66127002 10 10 12 5 .<75
66127003 8 10 15 ,:5 15
66127004 50 12 75 20 30

All samples taken from the same locality (28540N/32240E mine grid)

No subsurface geochomical or radiometric surveys, have been
carried out along the slate-dolomite contact on the south-eastern side
of the Golden Dyke Formation between 70001 and 11000W (1958 Geochemical
local grid). It is tentatively recomended thalt'a reconnaissance auger
drilling survey in made over this slato-dolomite contact to test for
any subsurface radiometric or geochemical anomalies in the area. Some
of the traverses should be extended to the metasodiment - granite contact
to test for any radioactivity in the Crater Formation.
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URANIUM AND BASEMETAL MINERALIZATION

A longitudinal section (Plate 10b) showing the slate-dolomite
contact was drawn along the 1960 geophysical baseline between - 00 and
12000W. Between 00W - 3300 west, the plane of the section has been.
displaced. 300 feet to the south-east to include areas of uranium
mineralization at White's East prospect and Dyson's open cut. A longi•
tudinal projection showing projected intersections of uranium, copper
and lead mineralization in diamond drill holes was also prepared along
the same planes (Plato 10c).

A gradational succession in the type of mineralization
encountered at the various prospects in the embayment is evident from
this longitudinal projection. Uranium mineralization -predominates at
Dysan r s; grading into uranium, copper and lead at White's; copper and
lead at the Lntermediate; and lead and copper at Brown's. It is of
interest to note that the some sequence is also repeated in cross
section at-Whites, where uranium mineralization is succeeded towards
south-oast by zones of copper and lead mineralization. This could
suggest the possibility that the uranium, copper and lead mineraliza-
tion represent three separate zones, which converge at White's open
cut, but diverge vertically at both ends of the longitudinal projection.

The mineralization at some of the open cuts is discussed
briefly in the following Sections.

•
COPPER, LEAD AND URANIUM MINERALIZATION BETWEEN BROWN'S PROSPECT AND

WRITE'S OPEN CUT

Copper and Lead mineralization is known to occur in depth
1.etween Brown's Prospect and White's Open Cut, The best intersections

diamond drill holes occur between 800-1000 feet'below the surface
'el ate be and f), but the grade appears to fall off up the dip ofthe
::late-dolomite contact to the north-west. Closer to the surface,
-;Poradic uranium mineralization is also evident at the slate dolomite

tact and the maximum grade intersected has been recorded in D 143
(504.3' - 507.4 , 5 1.1 , x 36.4 lbs U308 /ton. - plate 10d).. 

In depth, the copper and lead mineralization persist - along
*:,e strike of the structure to the south-west, but the grade of the
'Lneralization is generally lower between the intermediate open cut

Brown's Prospect.

Sporadic copper and some lead Mineralization has also been
: . 00rded in some of the diamond drill holes to the north-east, where
•= occurs at 500-600 feet below the original surface at White's Open

(Plates 10j, 10k).
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WHITE'S OPEN CUT

Sporadic uranium minerallzation has been intersected in
diamond drill holes below the floor of White's open cut. It occurs
as mall high grade patches within the Main Shear zone and two
vertical holes (D'S 322 and 323) intersected weak uranium minerali-
zation south of the main shear zone (Plates 10j, 10k). Low grade
uranium mineralization was also encountered in DD's 343 and DD 346,
again south of the Main Shear zone.

Diamond drilling is recommended to test for uranium
mineralization along the southern slate-dolomite contact between
35001 to 4500w, 008 to 100S, at a depth of 500 to 700 feet below
the original surface level at White's Open Cut.

DYSON'S OPEN CUT 

' The original uranium mineralization nsar surface at Dyson'Ei
was located in puggy black slates dipping at 30 -40 to' theeast.
The" orewas localised along two faults (the Thrust Fault" andthe West
Fault) 'and restricted to the area between those two faults. - The ore
and the two faults were thoUght - to be terminated to the south-east •
by another fault (Main Fault) at a depth of 500-700 feet: The
vertical displacement of the Main Fault is of the order of 600 feet
with the south-east block thrown down (Thomas 1956).

Continuation of the uranium mineralization has not been
established on the south eastern (downthrow) side' of the Main Fault.
However this has not been tested thoroskLly in depth. It is possible .

that the slate-dolomite contact flattens north-west of the Main Fault
which would not be detected by the deep vortical holes drilled within
the 04lte (D181 Plate 10a, DD184 Plate 10f);' Inclined diamond drill
holes of the order of 1000 feet would be required to test slate
dolomite contact at a depth of 800-900 feet below the Dyson's open
cut.

On the longitudinalTrojection. (Plate 10c) a shoot of
uranium minerali7.at:ion of sporadic grade occurs below Dyson's open
cut and appoars to plunge south-west. The mineralization in this
area is localised along the slate-dolomite contact and appears to
decrease in grade towards 'the Main Fault (Plate 10r), the most south-
westerly intersection of this mineralization being recorded in DD 314
(Plate 10u). However, the slate-dolomite contact was not intersected
in this hole. Further south-east, diamond drilling along the slate-
hematitic quartsj.to breccia contact failed to intersect any uranium
mineralization, to a vertical depth. of 440 feet (Plato 10o). However,
the zone of mineralization, as projected along the longitudinal
section (100), woWd appear on the cross section (Plate 100) some
700 feet below the surface. This projectien.is. subject to the
assumption that the uranium minera1,i2ation extends this far and that
the plunge of 'the mineralized zone is constant.' Diamond drilling of
the order of 900 feet would ho required to test tho slato-dolomj.to
contact for uranium mjneraii2,ation underlying the hematitic quaitc
breccia in the arca between Djson's open cut and NhiLe's East prospect,
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EL51 (Plate 7)

Two auger drillirg surveys occur within the area covered
by E 53. These aro:

(a)
^

1964 T.E.P. Ltd Embalment North auger 

Maximum geochemical values obtained from this survey are
as follows:

300 ppm Cu
300 PPm Pb
400 PPm Ni
• 80 ppm Co
300 PPm V
400 PPm Zn
25 PPm Mo

No significant radioactivity was encountered during this
survey.

(b)^1966 T.E.P. Ltd Dyson's North auger drilling snx7ez

A subsurface sample from dolomite at 327N/34a (Dyson's
North lbcal grid) showed 274 ppm Cu, 2250 ppm Pb, and 1430 ppm Zn.

Some further testing of this anomaly appears to be
warranted.

E 73 (Plate 13)
^

•

The 1964 T.E.P. Ltd Brown's S.W. auger drilling survey
covers a small area in the north-western:part of the sheet area.

• Goochemical assay's of auger samples gave 400 ppm Ni at
13000W 34003, and 250 ppm Ni at 12000W 38005 (Brown's S.W. local
grid). No other anomalous geochemical values were obtained by the
survey in this area.

Slight increases in radioactivity (about twice background)
were recorded.in dolomite near the Crater Formation at 11000W 34003
and 13000W 3800S.

No recommendations for further work can be made at this
time
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Notes on Comoilation of SheeLlal

Rim Jun.He F
11a,11b)

':.istory of Exploration

1. In 1962 auger drilling, geochemicJa and subsurface radiometric
surveys were carried out at Area 55 Woo', Jesi, by the^(area
centered at 22200 N. 11200 E, T.E.P. Ltd. mine grid) (Ruxton and Shields,
1963).

2. In 1964 T.L.P. Ltd. drilled 12 diamond drill holes in Area 55 West
•.iost (referred by T.E.P. as Area 55 7Test).

3. In 1964 B.L.R. carried out (a) a reconnaisc-nce auger drilling,
,:ochemical and subsurface radiometric survey in the eastern part of the
t,noct area, (Dodson and Shatwell, 1965) (b) elocLromanetic, magnetic
and surface radiometric surveys were carried out in the same area,
(Ashley, 1966).

4. In 1965 T.E.P. Ltd. drilled six diamond drill holes in the south-
eastern part of the sheet area to test gcochemical anomalies found by the
1964 B.M.R. survey.

5.^In 1966 T.E.P. Ltd auger drilled part of the area covered by the
1964 B.11.R. survey between the T.E.P. Ltd mine grid co-ordinates 16400 N -

20400 N and 9000 E - 11400 1 ( referred by - T.E.P, Ltd as Triangle North
Area) and checked the geochemical anomalies outlined by the 1964 13.1i.R.
survey.

60^In 1966 T.E.P. Ltd carried out surface mapping west of the 1 9 6 4

General 

Exploration has been mainly concentrated on the Triangle North
Area and Arca 55 West West, both near the Golden Dyke Formation - Cocmalie
Dolomite contact. On this sheet, the slate - dolomite contact strikes
northerly and dips to the west for most of its length; in the north the
contact swings north-east and forms the western limb of the anticlinal
structure on sheet E72.

The Burrell Creek Formation - Golden Dyke Formation contact lies
approximately 6,500 feet to the west of the slate-dolomite contact, and
strikes northerly.

Triangle North Area

The lithological succession deduced from diamond drill cores and
auger cuttings is as follows:

GOLDELT DYKE
F016.:ATION

COOL:ALIE
DOLO:.:ITE

Lithological
the structure in the

6. suart7, sericite slate
50 amphibolite and black slate
4. quartz sericite slate
3. black pyritic slate, amphibolite,

dolomitic seribite slate

(^2. biotitin dolomite
(^1. tremolitic dolomite, pyritic dolomite

units 5 and 6 are subject to the interpretation of
area. It is possible that the Golden Dyke Formatibn

B.M.R. survey (Hajoribanks, 1967).
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near the olate-dolomite contact has been isoclinally folded vith the
plane of the fold dippinL; to the west. If this interpretation is

correct, it is possible that the amphibolites and the black slates
encounbered in tic diamond drill holes near the base of the Golden Dyke
form:.tion (unit 3) arc stratiraphically equivalent to similar rock types
found close to the surface, but further west of the slate-dolomite contact
(unit 5).

Two possible interpretations of the structure are illustrated
below.

1. AssuminE Isoclinal Folding
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,^.
suosulJ.ace haulometric Lnomalies

"Ave small radiometric anomalies were detected by the 1964 B.E.R.
survey in soil and weathered rock ovelying both the slate and dolomite.
All of the anomalies are elongated north-south and occur in a zone
trending. west-north-west which crosses the slate-dolomite contact roughly
at right angles.

The localities of the anomalies and the peak values are out-
lined below.

Locality .Peak Value (Whr)

10200 N 11600 E .036
18600 IT 11000 E .001
10600 H 10400 E .044
10600 10000 E to .160

19400 N - 9800E .046
18200 N 9400 E .064

The 1966 T.E.P. Ltd survey outlined low radiometric anomalies in
the same area with a more pronounced north-westerly trend. The maximum
intensity was recorded at 18000 N 11000 E showing 371 counts per second.
Other peak readings were at

16000 N 10400 E 102 q/s
10000 N 9000 E 109 q/s
19200 N 10000 E 209 c/s
19600 N 9000 5, 104 c/s
20000 N 9800 E ioo q/s

1000 . V3^111) U
3
0
8 
/ ton.

The T.E.P. Ltd survey did not record any anomalously high readings
around the maximum reading of the^survey at 18600 N 10000 E.

The anomalies at 10600 11, 10000 I] and 10600 N I 11000 5 were tested
by D1)016 and 1)1)017 respectively. Only "small increases in radioactivity"
were recorded in those diamond drill holes.

Geochemical AnomalieS .

The area was first auger drilled by the B.E.R. in 1964 and the
auger samples were analysed by optical emission spectrograph method
by A.1:.D.L. Later, B.E.R. carried out its own optical emission
spectrograbh analyses on 13 of the auger samples to check the A.YI.D.L.
values and obtained much lower results. The area was redrilled by T.E.P.
Ltd. in 1966; this time the auger sami:)les were analysed by atomic
absorption spectrograph, and some of the original A.E.D.L. values from
the 1964 B.N.N.. survey were also checked.^The check values were again
invariably lower than the original A.M.D.L. values.

The 1966 T.E.P. Ltd auger drill survey re-established anomalies
in the some general area as the survey. However, these anomalies
are less extensive and the individual values are generally lower.

The^•surveys outlined two main zones of geochemical anomalies
-An the area.

Tho^ A vu' ^.ftr,1 17600 N
to 20000 N and occurs in Ooemalie Dolomite near the elate dolomite con Lao;.
High copper, zinc, nickel and cobalt values predominate in this anomaly
(see table showing Peak values).



16600 N 10200 E^-6000
17400 N 10200 E^2000
19400 N 10200 E^(1000)
19800 N 10000 E^5000
21400 N 10200 E^6000

Co. ppm
17400 N 10200 E^250

Ni. ppm
10000 E 500
10200 E 500
10200 E 500
10200 E 600

44.

Anomal'r I^ OverlAos Coowdie Dolomite

Locality^Cu. ppm^• Locality^Ph. ppm

1000 (1400) (MR^18400 N 10000 E^(350)
cbeck 400 ppm)

^

(720)^ 2n. ppm

^

(700)^19200 N 10000 E^1420
1200 WA check^18400 N 10800 E^3250)
200 ppm)^17800 N 10800 E^3000

^

Ni. ppm^ Co. ppm
2000^18200 N 11000 E^400

5000 (E.D. check^17600 N 10800 E^400
1500 ppm)

ArlorrIly II^ Overlies Golden  Dyke Formation

-Locality^Cu. npm^Locality^Pb. ppm
19200 N 10200 E^C490^20000 N 10000 E5.41
17600 N 10200 E^090^19200 N 10000 E^780
17000 N 10200 E^1000 (220)^19000 N 19800 E^500
16000 N loom E^(335)^ Zn. ;ppm

19600 N
21400 N
17400 N
16600 N

Anomaly III (F,; IV -Overlies Coomalie Dolomite

III Locality Cu. ppm IV Locality Cu. ppm
20400 N^12000 E 500 16200 N 11200 E,

20200 N^11800 E
Ni. ppm
2500 16600 N 12000 E^•

ffppm-
2500

20600 N^11000 E 2500 Co.^ppm
Co. ppm -^16600 N 12000 E 1000 

20600 N^11800 E 250 Zia.^ppm
Zn. ppm 16200 N 11000 E 700

20200 N^11800 E 2000

Note: T.E.P. auger sample analyces'by atomic absorption spectrograph
nlethod. in brackets.

However, diamond drilling has only revealed trace mineralization
in DD 023 (Galena between 220 1 -222 1 ) and in DI) 817 (0,2",.,.) Cu between 475 1 .5'-

470')

The 1964^survey also outlined a)aarrow belt of copper, zinc,
nickel, loud, and cobalt anomalies in the Golden Dyke. Formation extendinc;
from 16000 N to 20/100 N (Anomaly II). The 1966 T.E.P. Ltd survey shows a
much less continuous zone in the same arca. The existing diamond drill
holes in this area do not adequately test the Y.E.P. Ltd lead, copper, 2:11c

17300 N 11000 E

18400 N 11000 E
10400 N 11400 E
19000 if 11400 E .

19000 N 11000E
17800 N 11000 E
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cuttings is outlined below.
The probable sequence as dcrivi.from diamond drill cores and aucer

4 5

and radiometric anomaly centered at 19200 N .10000 E and an additional
diamond drill hole is recommended.^Peak values within the anomaly arc.:

Pb^700 ppm^19200 N
10000 E

Zn 1000 ppm 19600 N
10200 E
19200 11

Cu^450 Plu^10200 E
19200 N

Radiometric^209 q/s^l0000 E

The proposed diamond.drill hole should be collated at 1 9200 N
97oo E, depressed 55 due cast to test the radiometric, lead and zinc
anomaly at 200'-300 and the copper anomaly at 300'-350t below the
surface. The length of the proposed hole is . 400'.

The 1964 B.M.R. survey outlined two areas of anomalous values
of Cu, Zn, Ni, and Co, around 20200 N 11000 E (Anomaly [II) and around
16600 If 11600 E (Anomaly IV). Both anomalous areas occur in Coomalie
Dolomite.

• The 1966 T.E.P. Ltd survey also located a high lead value (520 ppm)
at 16400 H 9000 E in sericite slates of the Golden Dyke Formation. This
anomaly has not been closed off to the west, and some additional aucjer,
drill holosAcrecommended to test its extension to the west.

Arca 55 ',lost WeE;t

GOLD= DYKE
F0111,111.T ION

COU.IALIE
DOLOLIITE

6. sercibitic slate
5. chloritic slate
4. black -,carbonaccous & graphitic

slate, scricitic slate
3. calcite biotite slate, talc . biotite

slate, talc chlorite sericite schist
and mylonite.

2. amphibolite, black slate

1. biotite dolomite, dolomite, talc
dolomite, actinolitic limestone,
minor black pyritic quartz biotite
slate.

Thin sections of the amphibolite and sericite slate have boon
made for T.E.P. Ltd by A.1.i.D.L. From those thin sections the amadbolitc
in DD 712 WL:.5 described as a quartz-placjloclase-hornblende hornfels and
the quartz-sericite slate in DD 715 and Di) 718 was described as a quartz-
feldspar-biotite•muscovite schist.

The overall dip of the sequence appears to be north-westerly.
However the structure is more complex due to localfaultinc and foldilv.
Structure contours of the Golden Dyke Formation - Coomalic Dolomite
contact sug .gcst that the axca of the principal fold direction pluaccs
north-north-west while a second. goneration of folds appear to trend
cast-north-cast. No surface map of this area was available for compilation.
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Iirdiomotric Ansm-lie-

Two small radiometric anomalies occur in weathered rock our
253 .:: 16H (1950 geochemical grid). l'ho ma.::imum reading recorded in the
area is at 4.6 If 250 w (0.120 m[/hr at 63''depth).

I.To significant 1.1:0C11iL111 nincraliz..-..tion was encountered in any of
the diamond drill cores in the area. The only section assayed for
uranium mincraliztion is from DD 711 (0.10 lbs U

3
 0 /ton between lo5 1 -110 , )

Gcochomical Anomalies•

A chemical analysis of a composite sample from three small
quartzose outcrops at 2537 16H gave 16.90 Pb and 4.22,) P 20, (samples
submitted by Ruxton). Auger samples contained 3000 ppm l'b )at 253 W
16 T„ and 700 ppm Pb at 260 W 10 11. However, lead mineralization was
only noted in two diamond drill holes in this arca;

1

DD717^190 1 -216 1 ; trace pb noted by HH03^HI test.

In spite of these cI:Lsappoint:Lng results, cost caning of the
surface lead-rich zones is recommended to -establish the full extent
and grade of the occurrence.

• t

. r^'

•

DD720 - 202 1 -214 1 ; 12 1 x 1.9 Pb in quartz, black
slate and green slate breccia.
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' lIotes on_Compilation of Sheet aa

L.1121212_nuf.L.c_t_.,_1.11?2,
(Plate 12a)

Historz_of Exploration

1. Radiometric anomalies were located in the area by the 1951
B.1.1.2. high level airborne radiometric and acromagnetic survey, (Wood
and 1.1cCarthy 1952). Areas 55 and 55 West were detected by this survey.

2. T.E.P. Ltd tested Area 55 by 2 costeans, 2 diamond drill holes
and 8 churn drill holes.

3. A T.E.P. Ltd. low level airborne survey in 1956 relocated
Area 55 West.

4. B.M.R. 1957 low level airborne survey picked up radiometric
anomalies at Area 55 and north-cast of Area 55A. (Livingstone 1959).

5. Shallow geochcmical sampling by B.M.R. in 1958 (Haldane and
Debnam 1959), located copper anomalies at Areas 55, 55B, 55 West; lead
anomalies at Areas 55, 55B, 55 West; nickel at Areas 55, and 55 West.

6. In 1959-1960, A.M.^S drilled 4 diamond drill holes and
costeaned Area 55,

7. Geophysical surveys were carried out by B.H.R. in 1960 and 1962
(Douglas, 1962,1963).

8. Deeper geochemical sanplin xin2 carried out by B.M.R. in 1961
and 1962 by auger drilling (Ruxton and : Shields, 1963a,b).
These surveys confirmed the anomalies 'found in 1 958 geochemical survey.

9. In 1963 induced polarisation test surveys were undertaken
by B.E.R. (Eadie,1963).

10. In 1962-1965 T.E.P. Ltd. diaMond drilled Areas 55, and 55 West,
but not 55 B.

11. In 1963 Pritchard and Yeoman examined the area from Browns S.W.
to south-west of Area 55. (B.E.R. Record 1964/150 and 1965/113).

12. In 1964 B.M.R. car:ded out a reconnaissance gcochemical survey
over adjoining areas (Dodson and Shatwell, 1965); and an electromagnetic,
magnetic and surface radior.otric survey (Ashley, 1966).

^

13.^In 1965 R.H. Spratt (T.E.P.Ltd geologdst) made an assessment
of the copper-lead mineralization at Area 55.

General Ceoloy -. .

A faulted synclinal structure west of Area 55 and an anticline
at Area 55 'West form the major features in the area. Structure contours
of the Golden Dyke Formation - Coomalic Dolomite contact suggest that
the axial plane of the syncline trends north-easterly; the plunge is not
known. Lineations observed by Yeaman and Pritchad^Area 55 plunge
in a north-westerly direction at approximately 40 -60 ° . It is not known
whether the movement along the Giant's Reef Fault 20110 played any part
in the development of the structure.

Different geological successions along the dolomite - slate
contact have been eatablished,'at the various prospects, these have bedn
briefly summarised below.
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This prospect has been dealt with in some detail by P.W.
Pritchard (1964). A generalised sequence is as follows:

Sericitic slates
carbonaceous slates

GOLDMT DYXE^talcose greenschist (includes taleosc sericite
FORLIATION^schist, talcose and biotite chlorite schist,

various dolomitic biotite tale sehists and
slates)

cooLaia.-2 tremolitic quartzites
tromolitic schists and dolomites
micaceous rocks.

The prospect appears to occupy the eastern limb of a faulted
synclinal structure. It is not known whether this "syncline" is in part
an oric;inal sedimentary structure or a wholly tectonic one. Near the base
of this structure, (i.e. towards S.W.), the greenschist lenses out, but
reappears further north-west in the same stratigraphic position. - • •

Radiometric Anomalies

Radiometric -anomalies are located at

(1) 400w to 602w: radiometric anomaly in weathered rock; maximum
reading is 0.132 mR/HT at 501w and is approximately equivalent to
1.71bs U

3
0
8 
/ton.^ --•.,,:..

...^..—.
.^•,',?%-5'./

(2) OS/OW to 10S/12W: maximum at 100271 - 0.064 mR/ftr.-,

The anomalies have been tested by a number of diamond and
churn drill holes. Only "slight" increases in radioactivity have been
recorded. No further exploration can be - recommended at this stage of -
compilation.

South-west of Area 55, three small radiometric anomalies are centred at

(3) 26S/0W:-.0.036 - 00072 mR/Nr.

(4) 200/2 . :- 0.036 - 0.040 M2/11r.

(5) 3200:i:-0.036 - 0,084 InH/Hr°

(only radiometric contours
available, maximum values
could not be found-)

Drilling in this area ha:s revealed uranium mineralization in
excess of 0.51bo U30

8 •
ton in six holes. The highest values are:-/

DD713^2lbs U
3
0 / ton at 172 1

DD727 - 591_77 3 T; 10 1 x 1.911):i 1530j ton

Further north-cast T.E.P.Ltd found 4' x 3.5 lbs U,0 c4 /ton,
between 163 1 -172' in DD714 (16q/9). Year.ien (1965) states t1iat a leached
limonie-malachil,e outcrop at 16.78/8W is in line with the intersoodon
of IM.nralization in DD714 projected par.:dad to the lineation.
A small radiometric anomaly at 16.V8 .:1 may also be associated with this
intersection in the drill hole.
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Geochemical Anomalies

The most intense of the copper and lead anomalies are located
around 6s/ow where values of +5000 ppm for both metals were obtained.
The 400 ppm lead contour is confined to' the northern part of the area,
but the 400 ppm copper contour extends south-west along the slate-
dolomite contact to 266.

Associated with the copper and lead anomalies are a cluster
of cobalt, nickel, vanadium and molybdenum anomalies which continue south-
west beyond the copper anomaly to 326, and extend north-cast to Area 552.

Diamond and churn drilling has outlined a zone of lead-copper
mineralization, about 400 by 200 feet in horizontal extent, which partly
underlies the intense lead anomaly but is offset to the north-west of the
peak of the copper anomaly.

including:-
Several of these holes have encountered high base metal values

, .

DDA 4 41' 91'; 50'^x 0.6 6..9 Analyses
142' 157"; 15'^x 2.6 0.5 by B.M.R.

DD 618 75' 120'; 451^x 1.6 9.5 Analyses
120' 150'; 30'^x 0.5 17.8 by
150' -^165'; 35'^x^1.1 5.6 T.E.P.Ltd.

DD 611 170' -^213'; 431^x 1.5 22.0 Analyses
223' -^233'; 10'^x 0.6 5.0 by
246' -^273 1 ; 25'^x .^. n . 7.2 T.E.P.Ltd.

DD 619 05, -^105';' 20'^x 0.' 11.1 Analyses
305 1 -^320 1 ; 15'^x^6.1. , 0.1 by T.E.P.Ltd.

Howevcr I current T..P.Ltd, assessment appears to regard the
mineralised zone as not beinL; a mineablea)ody under present conditions,
and no independent^calculations of average grades and tonnr_ ,gcs
have been made, apart from a ,,Dreliminary assessment by -fritchard (1964),
based on less information than is now available.

This mineralization does not continue or could not be traced
to - the north-east trending fault at 4$/14 -:I. This fact does not favour the
existence of major mineralization at Area 5533.

Two churn drill holes (CD 154 and CD 150) penetrated the peak
area of the copper anomaly, but only 0.76ro Cu was recorded in CD 158 at
55-60'.

In the remainder of thearca, only sporadic trace copper and.
lead mineralization has been recorded in drill holes.

Areas north-east of  10-17EA 55A.

Information from diamond drill,.cores and from churn and aun„er
drill cuttings suggest that the sequence 1s4••

G0LLY17,,:i DYKE
OF:....:10 I a r.

scricitic slate
black carbonaceous slate
+ ch]oHtic^ ate , 'nahi.bolit

C00::iAhn
DoLoTaTi]

Tao high copper values in chlo2!itie schist were recorded at

tremolitie dolomite.
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343/32W
36S/32W

The anomaly appears to follow a northeast trending.ault.
Deep auger drilling, say 24 auger holes on a 100 x 100 - foot grid,
is tentatively recommended.

ARI:a 55B (Plate 12b)

Subsurface in formation as obtained from auger cuttings suggests
that the sequence is:

GOLDEN DYKE
FORd.iATION

sericitic slate
carbonaceous slate
chloritic slate

yellow brown and red silt and sand
(presumably weathered arenaceous dolomite and
calcareous shale)

Yeaman and Pritchard (1965) have recorded the occurrence of
muscovite and possibly lepidolite or phlogopite between 007/14N and
406N. Tin and beryllium wore recorded in geochemical analyses from
this locality and they suggest that these elements were introduced by
acidic pegmatites which were intruded into the Coomalite Dolomite, but
not into the Golden Dyke Formation.

The sequence here appears to dip to the north-west, and may
form the eastern limb of a northerly trending syncline.

The prospect is bounded on the north by a north-easterly
trending fault (interpreted from a sli llaam real component anomaly)
and to the south by an inferred northerly trending fault.

Subourface Radiometric Anomalies

A weak radiometric anomaly at ,1206j with average readings
of about 0.024 mli/Nr is the only radiometric observation noted as being
of interest by Ruxton and Shields in 1962. They concluded that no more
exploration for uranium warfranted in this area..

Geochemical Anomalies

Copper and lead values recorded in 1962 geochemical survey
were as follows:-

Locality^. Pb ppm^. Cu ppm^Ni ppm
(Area 55 local grid)
ON 12 W 5000 5000 300
ON 14 W 150 500 200
6N 12 W 2000 300

A vanadium anomaly lies just north-west of the copper-load
anomaly and extends from 411 to 13N. The maximum values are 500 ppm at
12-11/147 and 1211/161:.

The anomalous values of copper and lead lie west of a low
arcuate ridge with outcrops of qua;:tsite and. silicified slate which
trends from 7N, 11J to 10N, 12;:i. The foliation planes dip outwards 0

from the structure and one set ef lineations plunge north-west at 40 . .
A ferruginiced rubble zone gof:Isaneous in part, occurs on the western
limb of the arcuate structure. Assuming that the lineation measured
is a "b" lineation, it is possible that the outcrops form a north-west
plunuing structure with gossan on thewestern. limb..

1500 ppm Cu.

COMALIE
DOLOLIITE
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A surface sample of the Loss= at 65011 1250 W and another
of th:-; quartite at 1000N 1250W (ca 55 local grid) were collected in
Au3ust 1967 and atomic absorption spectrograph analyses were made for
Cu, Pb, Zn, Ili, Co;

Sample No.^Locality^Cu^Pb^au^ili^Co
(Area 55 local grid)^(in PPm)

67123046(gossan)^850N 1230 W . 310 200 290 60 75
67123047(1uartzite)1000N1250 W 15 40 6 -5 10 •

It is possible that the anomalies at Area 55B represent a d own-
faulted continuation of the mineralization from Area 55 and that the
anomalies are not fully developed at the surface. In view of this it is
recommendqd that ftuustonl.s proposals to test the anomalous area with deep
auger drilling on a 100. x 100 foot grid, should be carried out.
Depending on results of this auger drilling, diamond drilling may be
warranted. (see appendix on list of diamond drill holes proposed by
Ruxton).

AILA 55 ';EqT.

Lithologcs arc based on diamond drill cores and to a lesser
extent on auger cuttings, but the lithological units cannot be traOed
laterally for any distance, as carbonaceous chloritic and calcareoUs
slates aro all reported to rest directly on the underlying tremolitic
dolomites in different parts of the area. A tentative succession is
as follows;

GOLDIII DYKE
FORI.I.LT 1011

C; 0a2:LIE
DOI,01.112E

3.

6. sericitic slate and schist
5. chlor ..i.tt' schist, grey slate and civartsite
4. calcar ,.;:ous chlorite schist, biotite calcite

schist, mica schist.
chlorite . schist, black calcareous siltstone
and Shale.

2. limestonei. tremolitic chlorite schist
calcareous amnhibolite

1. limestone, dolomitic limestone.

It is nrobable that the amphibolites are highly metamorphosed
dolomites. . The mica schist may be couivalent to the biotite calcite
schist vrhich .was previously called 'calcareous chlorite schist'.

A weak radiometric anomaly trends parallel to the strike of
the Golden Dyke Pormation from 467130 to 40g/160 and terminates against
a north-north- -7est trending fault on the east. no maximum readings
are 0.040 mi/Tx at 461/1Q3 and u:nanium mineralization in excess of 0.5
lbs u 3 081 / tcri has been reccrded in four diamond drill holes as follows.

DO 543^63' - 105'; 3 ..=lima 3' x 1.53 U,0 8/ ton, at 67'-90'
in mica schist . and I>yritic chlorite schist.

PD GO(^317' - 332'; 15' x 0.68 ibs
3
0 0/ ton in limestone.
 0

DD 581^00' - 92'; 12 1 x 3.2 lbs U m O
8
ltOn in grey mica schAst.

D 

DD 582^02' - 86'; 4' x 1.2 lbs U05 /ton in pyrite chloritic schist
near grey mic schist.

Loth holuo DD 501 and 582 lie near the fault suggesting a
structural control for the mincr.aization, at least in 1,art.
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(: ,cochrmle,7 , 1 Anomalies

An irrecular copper , -;eochemical• anomaly overlies both the
dolomite and the slates, but appears to be intensified, on the west
side of the north-north-oast trendinc. fault. Jr maximum value of
+ 5000 ppm . copper was recorded at 391/103.

Other anomalies of nickel, vanadium, zinc, lead and
molybdenum arc scattered mainly to the west of the fault and tend to
Pc concentrated over the Golden :Dyke 1;'ormation.

Only trace copper and lead mineralization has been found in
diamond drill holes in this area.

In DD 604 trace copper and lead mineralization occurs in
sericitic slate at 55' and in DD 606 in silicified and brocciated
sericitic slate between 217' - 221' - presumably the latter is
associated with the fault.

Ruxton has proposed two inclined diamond drill holes to
the east of the peak of the copper anomaly to test any mineralization
within the fault zone in this area.

• Other Areas: Tiadiometric.

Scattered weak radiometric anomalies have been recorded in
soil ad weathered rock over dolomite, 'particularly in the north-eastern
part of the sheet area.

lleadinLs in soil and weathered rock of 0.040 and 0.044 mA7r
were also recorded within the Crater :71=mation a'',; 17400E, 162001 and
182001_]/162001: rosL)octiyely.

•

'Other holes around these-localities show lower readins, but
in several of them, which were nob' deep eno -ah to reach weathered bed-
rock, the values were still inoreas:',nc, at the bottom of the holes.

DJep aucer drillinc; to test this area is therefore tentatively
suested.

Geochemical.

Scattered low intensity Copper, cobalt, end molybdenum
'anomalies arc located alon . the Giant's :- ecf Inuib ovorlyinz Coomalic
Dolomite. However no further bestial is recommended at this stac.

In coneral it a -ppears that the anomalies, both radiometric and
L;cochomical, tend to be asociated with creenschist, calc-biotite schist
and chlorite schist, in that ':;art of the area north-east of flrea 55A
which is devoid of these rock types near the dolomite-slate contact, and
ac7ain north of Area 551), there is a marked fallinc off in the density
of anomalies.

N
N
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APPEMIX.

  

List of di=end drill holes proposed by Ru::ton (File 041Tt/4-7B;
March, 1963) and not yet drilled.

AREA 55B

The Tarz,et.

Rich copper (5000 + ppm) and lead (5000 + ppm) values occur
inveathered rock in auc'er hole 0N 12 "11, and moderate values (300 ppm
and 2000 ppm respectively) in soil upslope in aucjer hole 611 121 which did
not penetrate the weathered rock.

These anomalies are on the north-westerly clippinc; contact
between calcareous shale (".;;.E.) and_carbonaceous and chloritic shale
(N..). A prominent outcrop of silicified shale trends north for 300
feet from TiT 11.61 and curls around to the east on the northern end
(to 10:1 12 -J). Another easterly projection of quertz rubble Occurs at

Between these two projections the surface is 6i1c:aied, probably
due to the presence of amphibolite. A .considerable amount of ferruinous
rubble, some of it Lossan, occurs between the silicified shale and the
ciluaied (Jround.

A Slinuram real component anomaly, depictin,; a major shoe:: z,one,
trends north-east several hundred feet north-west of the contact between
carbonate rock and shale. At 611 19W the real component decreases to Tyd.
Amphibolite was encountered in anccr holes 4N 6N, and LIN on line 13 -.1.
Around this amphibolite, expressed at the surface by cdlcai, actinolite
schist and quartz rubble occurs, some of it carryinc . boxworks and some
pyrite.



l'ropesals.

Deep follow-up auger drilling should be carried out on a
100 a 100 foot Grid between 0 .1: 121 end 6N 1811, and the surface
outcrops around 811 12W should be mapped in more detail.

Three inclined diamond drill holes are tentatively proposed:

Diamond Drill^Co-ordinates of Collar^Dearing^Depression Length.
Hole Number.^Geophysical Grid Area

59D 1962

11 21W 611

175.7

147 -ON

GrO East
(125 From T.N.)

Grid East

Grid East

60°^500

60°^500

60°^506

A.1-',Et. 55 'WEST.

The Tarmt,

A moderate (1000 ppm) copper anomaly in weathered rock surrounds
auger holes 401/ 19S, 39W 191i, and 3911 13S. At the latter 5000 ppm
copper was recorded. Lower contours suuGest that the anomaly is narrow
and trends north. It is sub-parallel to and about 100 feet west of a
prominent north-cast trending shear zone which separates tremolitic
shales on the west from sericitic phyli:ites on the east.

A weak Turam anomaly (with ratios 1.08 to 1.16) centred on
42'W 18S trends north-west for 800 feet and the south-eastern end of
this encloses auger hole 391/ 10S where the hi611 copper values were
obtained.

Pronosals.

Two inclined diamond drill - holes are sited to test this
shear zone:

Diamond Drill Co-ordinates of Collar^Dearing Depression Length.
Hole nmbor^Goophyoical Grid Area

55 wet 1561

401 108^Grid East^60°^500
(125 from T.N.)

407 208^Grid -East^60°^500

The dip of this shear zone is not known, but is thought to
be stoop. If vertical, the drill holes would intercept it at about 240 feet
vertical depth



Notes on Comnilation of Sheet  Eni

Rum Jun-le

(Plato 14)

Histo•  of EY.ploration

1. In 1964 ILIT.R. made a reconnaissance auger drilling,
geochemical and. subsurface radiometric survey in the eastern part
of the sheet area (Dodson and Shatwell, 1965). Electromagnetic,
magnetic and surface radiometric surveys were also carried out in
the same area by the B.ILii. at the same time (Ashley, 1966).

2. .^In 1965 six diamond drill holes were drilled by T.E.P.
Ltd to test geochemical anomalies outlined by the 1964^survey.

3. In 1966 T.E.P. Ltd auger drilled that part of the area
covered by the 1964 B.fl.R, survey between 0000 N - 12800 N and 0400 E
10400 E to cheozz on gcochcmical results (T.E.P. Ltd. "Triangle South
Area").

4. In 1966 T.E.P. Ltd carried out surface mapping west of the
1964 B.LI.R. survey area (liarjoribanks, 1967).

Geology

Four formations, all striking northerly, occur in the area
covered by the sheet. These are from cast to west: The Crater Formation,
Coomalic Dolomite, Golden Dyke Formation and Darrell Creek Formation.

The sequence in the area is outlined below.

BIJRRELL CREZIC
POPSiATION

COLDEIT DYKE
FORLIATION

COOLIALIE
DOLOLIIT_E

• CR ATiTZL
FORLIATION

quari.;zo..n, sericitic snd chloritic
slatemi greywacke

micaceous slate
quartz sericite slate, minor amphibolite
and black slate
mica schist, dolomitic scrieitic slate

silicified tremolite schist end dolomite,
minor biotite talc tremolite schist

siltstone, arkosc, conglomerate

The contacts between the Crater Formation, the Coomalic
Dolomite and the Golden Dyke Formation are offset by northeast striking
faults. These formations in the eastern half of the Sheet area dip at
approximately 50 to the west and north-west. A lineation of stretched
quartz pebbles in the Crater Formation trends northerly with a plunge
of about 5 0 , and it has boon suggested by Dodson and Shatwell (1965)
that the principal fold direction is northerly.

12.dicmstric Results

The 1964 B.Lhi. survey outlined .a small radiometric anomaly
at 12,200 R 9600 E with a ma;:imum readily of 0055 mWhr an dolomite.
The 1966^Ltd survey outlined a radiometric anomaly co\'cri1g he
same general area but centered at 9000 E 11200 N with a max:i.mum reaang
of 230 countecend. T.E.P.Ltd drilled five diamond drill holes in
the area covered by the radiometric anomalies, but these did not reveal
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any siGnificant radioactivity. However, in DD 834, 1400 feet south
of the radiometric anomalies, 0.25 lbs . ILO

0
. [bon was recorded between

214' - 216' in dolomite.

Three small radiometric anomalies were located by the 1964
survey in the area occupied by the Crater 2ormation. The

maximum readine of .041 r.0/flr. was recorded at 11400 N 11400 E.

The 1966 T.E.P. Ltd survey recorded a smell radiometric .
anomaly at 8000 N 10000 E with a maximum readine of 200 counts/second
in dolomite.

Dodson and iThatwell (1965) have notod in their report that
in a number of auger drill holes the radioactivity was still increasinG
at the bottom of the hole. These holes are shown on the map provided
with this report. Deeper aucer drilline to test these localities
is recommended.

•Geochemical

As in the area covered by sheet E71, the eastern part of
the sheet E81 area was first aucjer drilled in 1964 by B.N.R. and aueer
samples were analysed by^usinj the optical emission
spectroraph method. Later cheel: analyses of the aueer samples by B.T.7.11.,
and the results of the 1966 T.E.P. Ltd aueer drilline, have indicated
that the orieinal A.U.D.L. eeochemical values wore too hich.

The 1964^survey 'outlined two eeochemical anomalies
in the Coomolie Dolomite near the Coomalie Dolomite- Golden Dyke
Formation contact. Anomalous valuef copper, nickel, cobalt, zinc
and molybdenum were recorded in t1ies6 :anomalies which are referred
to as "anomalies I and II" (see table of peek values). A separate nickel
and cobalt anomaly occurs further east 'of the dolomite-slate contact
("anomaly III").

The 1966 T.E.P. Ltd survey recorded. anomalous copper, lead
and zinc values within anomalies I and II, but only anomalous copper
values wore obtained within anomaly IIIn However these T.E.P. Ltd
anomalies were less extensive in area than those obtained by the
survey.

Six diamond drill holes were put down by T.H.P. Ltd in tit. ,
area, but the only recorded mineralization. is 1.9Pb between 370 1 - 375t
in DD 822. No base . metal mineralization was recorded in the other five
diamond drill holes.
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Anem:11:f I

Extends from 0000 E to 1 0000 IT in dolomite near Li:Late-dolomite
contact.

Locality
(T.E.P.Ltd mine grid) Cu ppm

Locality
(T.E.P. Ltd mine grid) Zn ppm

900(v. 9000 E 800 10200 N 9800 E 400
9000E 9600 E 1000 10000 N 9600 2 (490)
10600E 0000 Ei ,

600 (coo) 10600 IT 9200 E 40 (760)
1000011 9600 E (580)

Co ppm
1060011 9600 E 250
900011 9800 E 300

Ni rpm
10200E 9600 E 1200

Anomaly II 

Extends from 11000 H to 12500 N in dolomite near slate-dolomite
contact.

Locality
(T.E.P. Ltd mine grid) Cu ppm

Locality
(T.E.P.^Ltd mine grid) Zn ppm

11500 N 9600 E 1000 11400 Y 1000 E 500
11200 N 9600 E 1500^300

r01
11600 H 9600 E 400

11000 11 9400 E 500^460 11000 E . 9000 E 400
Pb ppm 12200 N 9600 E 800

12400 N 9600 E (680) 1_1200 N 0000 Ei
Ni ppm 1,.9-,i1.00^E 9600 E

r3,1
550

11400 N 9200 E .2500 .12C00 IT 9000 E 500

11400 IT 9400 E 1200 .12400-11 9600 E (1000)
11000 W 9200 E 1200
11000 E 9600 E 1500 Eo ppm

116 .00 N 9600 E 80

Anomaly III

Extends from 9400 .E to 10600 N I east of anomaly II, in dolomite.

Locality
(T.E.P.Ltd mine grid)^Cu ppm
10000 N 10200 E^(600)
10400 N 10000 E^(436)

Co ppm
10200 N 10200 E^400

Ni ppm
10200 N 10200 E^1500

Note: Values in brackets arc atomic absorptitn'spectrograph analyses
from 1966 0.E.P. Ltd survey.
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Copper and load anomalies of moderate intensity have also been outlined
within the Golden Dyke :crmation by the T.E.P. Ltd and 13.F1.11. Surveys.
A copper anomaly as outlined by the 1966 T.E.P. Ltd survey extends from
0000 N to 10000 N with peal: values as follows.

Locality
(T.E.P.^Ltd mine c,rid) .Cu p)m
6600 N 9200 E (500
0000 N 9200 E
8000 N 9600 E

r04
434

9600 N 9000 E 442

Inc 1964 B.U.R. survey also recorded high lead values at

10600 N p600 E: 800 ppm Pb; and at 10200 N 8600 E: 500 ppm Pb; the
T.E.P. Ltd survey did not substantiate the results around these two
localities and it is probable that the B.1:1.R. values are too high.

No further work is recommended on these anomalies at the
present time.
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1T0'iT,0 0J CaTILP,TION 07 E02

ilistoly of Exnloration..

1. In the period 1956-1959 T.E.P. Ltd. drilled one diamond drill
hole, one churn drill hole and du; 0 costeans in Zeta area (centered at
15100: 22700E ,T.E.P. Ltd. mine Grid co-ordinates) to test a radiometric
anomaly.

2. In 1962 the B.LhRO eztended the Rum JunGle Creek and Flynnts
local Grids north-westwards over the Zeta area and carried out surface
radiometric and electromagnetic surveys. (Earanzana, 1963).

J

▪ 

.^In 1962-1963 the B.E.R. phosphate field party mapped the areas
covered by the Zeta, Flynnts, and :Ium Jungle Czech local grids, auGer
drilled the part of the Rum Jungle Creek grid to 20W, and drilled 15
rotary drill holes to test for phosphate mineralization. (Pritchard
et al 1963 and 1966).

4.^In 1964 B.Li.IIO made

(a) a reconnaissance auger drilling, subsurface radiometric and
iTocheirdcal survey in the western part of the sheet area.
(Dodson and Shatwell, 1965).^.

(b) carried out surface radiometric, magnetic and electromagnetic
survey in the same area. (Ashley, 1966).

5 ,
^In 1964 T.E.P. Ltd. made a recciscance auger drilling, sub-

surface radiometric and Geochemical survast of the Giants Reef Fault
(Waterhouse North area).

6.^In 1964 T.E.P. Ltd. drilled 4 diamond drill holes to test a
slight increase in radioactivity in the eastern part of the area covered
by the Waterhouse North auger survey.

GcoloRy

The formations occurring within the area covered by E62 are eat-
lined below - •

Superficial
Deposits

Golden Dyke
Formation

"Hematitic quartzite
breccia"

(Pritchard's "Castle-
mainc Beds")

Coomalie
Dolomite

Crater
Formation

fcrragniscd sediments (ferruginous breccia,
ferruginous sandstone, "laterite")

grey slate, .black slate, black dolomitic
slate, amphibolite

hematitic quartzite breccia, hematite rock,
ferruginous siltstone and sandstone,
phosphate rock

dolomite, silicified . and tromolitic dolomite,
tremolitic and/or dolomitic slate and schist

siltstoue, arkosc, conglomerate

The Chants Reef Fault some trends north-cast across the western half
of the sheet area (estimated horizontal displacement^miles with west
block moving north-cast, vertical displacement not known but the west
bloc is uplifted in reltien.^e':wt block),
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The Crater Formation occurs on thcwestern side of the Giant's
Reef Fault and dips north-west at about 4

o
5 . Lincatigns of stretched

-,)ebbles in. the formation plunge northerly at about 34 ^In the far
north-western corner of Sheet E02 the Crater Formation is overlain by
the Coomalie Dolomite.

The Coomalie Dolomite occupies most of the sheet area on the
eastern side of the Giant's Reef Fault. In the eastern part of the
sheet area, black slates and dolomitic black slates of the Golden Dyke
Formation form a synclinal structure which appears to become shallower
towards the north-west, and the dolomitic black slates west of 22000E
may represent the basal sequence of a folded Golden Dyke Formation.

Outcrops of hematitic quartzite breccia occur in the Zeta area
in the north-eastern part of the area covered by sheet E82. The H11.0„53."
and related rooks appear to overlie dolomite, but their structural relation
to the Coomalie Dolomite jo not clear and these rocks have been tentatively
included in the Lower Proterozoic sequence.

Rocks of the Golden Dyke Formation abut against the eastern side
of the Giant's Reef Fault. The structural relationships of these rocks
in this area are not clear, but they may represent:-

(a) a faulted portion of the Golden Dyke Formation from Browns
south-west area

(b) a drag-folded continuation of the synclinal structure in
the eastern part of sheet E82.

Subsurface  Radiometric Anomalies.
I

Zeta Area

T.E.P. Ltd. drilled one diamond drill hole (DD363) and one churn
drill hole (C332), and due; eight costeans to test a surface radiometric
anomaly for uranium mineralisation. 1.::aranzana (1963) stated that the
best uranium value encountered by T.E.P. Ltd. during this exploration was
0.3 lbs. Uj) ton in DD363, but this value has not been recorded in
diamond dri'L loge.

The 1963 B.U.R. geophysical survey confirmed the surface radiometric
anomaly examined by T.E.P. Ltd.

During the period 1962-1963, D.1:.R. investigated, the area for
phosphate mineralisation and drilled 15 rotary dill.' holes. Pritchard
at a] (1966) reported the phosphate mineralization encountered in

end. T.E.P. Ltd. drill holes as_follows:-

P
2
05

DD363 361 x 11.9;)
R66 45' x 0.6
1193 1451 x 8.8

rock in this area.
Pritchard estimated a possible reserve of 66,000 tons of Er,J P

2
05

Yhe m:)ximum radiometri,e readiu recorded in .The sheet area in the
COLWO of^rio survey was at 15000h 12400E (.064 mil/hr, and radLemetric
reading's incresing at the bottom of the hole). Several other heloj oxemnd
this locality also recorded *ne-nan-: rod.iometric read.:' nc;s at the bottom.
Deeper auger drilling in this area is tentatively recommended.
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Waterhouse ro;:th Area (15000E to 23900E T.E.P. Ltd. mine urid)

T.E.P. Ltd. augr drilled this area in 1964 and carried out
subsurface radiometric and gcochemical surveys. liaximam radiometric
readinr;s of 200 counts/Minute (Ericsson ratemeter, "D" range) were
obtained at 13000H 22600E and 136001 22600E. Pour diamond drill holes
drilled by T.L.P. Ltd. further east did not record any significant
radioactivity (Plate 15).

Goochenical Anomalies

Optical emission snecLrograph analyses of auger cuttings from the
1964^and T.E.P. Ltd, auger drill surveys did not show any major
geochemical anomalies within the area covered by sheet E020 The highest
geochemical values from both surveys are listed below.

Locality
(T ..I.^Ltd.^mine grid)

1320011 22000E 250 ppm Cu
12000.Z 23900E 250 ppm Ni T.E.P.Ltd.
1140011 23900E 250 ppm Co Survey
12000E 17400E 150 ppm

1060011 14400E 100 ppm Ph )
1060011 120002 60 ppm :Ho ) Survey

A sample of ferruginised ciaartzite and dolomitic breccia was
collected from 1100011 21000E (:ane grid) fpr geochemical analysis.
Atomic absorption spectrograph naiysic' df ^sample indicated 35ppm Cu,
5 ppm Pb, 4 ppm Zn, 12 ppm.Hi, 10 ppm CO/

No further exploration is recommended in this area.
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• NOTES ON CCC.11U.1. 11Cq^E.03 RUE JUNGLE,
NOTHE.C11

(Plate 1(a)

TEST0aY 01.? EXPLORATI0j

1. (a) B.E.R. carried out airborne scintillomoter surveys in the area
in 1951 (wood and EcOart)iy, 1952) and in 1957 (Livingstone 1959)

(b) T.E.P. Ltd carried out a low level airborne scintillemeter survey
in1956.

2. The north-eastern part of the sheet area was mapppd by P.N.Dodd
(Dodd, 1953).

3. During'Ghe period 1955-56 T.E.P. Ltd drilled 1 diamond drill hole
and 9 churn drill holes to test a surface radiomobric anomaly at Rum Jungle
Creek Prospoct, centred at 13,30011 25,000E T.E.P. Ltd. Hine grid.

4. During 1956 - 1961 T.E.P. Ltd churn and diamond drilling was
continued in Rum Jungle Creek South area where a uranium orebody Was outlined.

5. During 1960-62 B.M.R. carried uut a number of geophysical surveys
Daly and Rowston (1962); Douglas (1962a, 1962b); Ila,ranzana (1963); Houston
(1962).

6. During 1961-1963 the uranium orebody at Rum Jungle Creek South was
excavated by an open cut.

7. Daring 1961-62 BJLR. carried out auger dri•lIng, subsurface
radiometric and geochemical surveys (Ruton and Shields 1963a, b.)

8. During 1961-62 T.E.P. Ltd drilled 18 diamond drill holes between
107 - OE (Rum Jungle Creek local grid) and drilled six more diamond drill
holes in Rum Jungle Laborite, Geolsec and FOicks, areas, • located at
1480011 - 27300E; 12500N-29300E; and 13400N-20400E respectively (all co-ordinate
of T.E.P. Ltd mine grid). Spratt,(1962).

^

).^A phosphate survey was carried out by B.E.R. during 1962-1963
(Pritchard et al. 1963, 1966).

^

100^In 190 Williams made structural analysis of the geology at Rum
Jubgle Creek south and other areas in the Hundred of Goyder.

11. In 1964 T.E.P. Ltd carried out reconnaissance auger drilling along
traverses 2E and 54E (Rum Jungle Creek and Rum Jungle Crock south, local
grids respectively)

12. In 1966 T.E.P. Ltd drilled ten waggon drill holes at the north-west
,-.:11(1. of T.di:un Jungle Crook Prospoct to e -,:;111 -ine, the fearAbili-i ;y of dee p
reconnaissance drilling as a moans for uranium exploration (Berkman-1966).
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COMOGY

A LenCralised Lrological aettin cg is cousidered to be as follows.

1. A eoK,lex synclinal structure, compriainz the Golden Dyke Formatica
and Coomalic Dolomite occurs in the south-western part of the sheet arca and
trends rou,:;hly^S. Id. Uranium minerliyatjoh occurs in this syncline
at Rum Jungle Creek and at Rum junLcle Creek South. To the north-vest the
syncline abuts arainst the homatitio-(luartzite-breccia. Nastlemaine Deds",'
of Pritchard et dl 1966).

2. The Castlemaine Beds extend over an area of about 15000 x 3,000, which
extends beyond the limits of EC; to the north-west and south-east, they do not
outcrop on the south-western flank of the syncline between the Coomalie
Dolomite and the Golden Dyke Formation. Information derived from diamond drill
holes suggests that the contact between the Golden Dyke Formation and the
Castlemaine'Beds dips south-west. The "CasLle Beds" are succeeded to the
north-east by sporadic outcrops of dolomite aad then by.the Crater Formation.

3.^. On the south-western side of the syncline, amphibolite interbedded
with chlorite schist was encountered in a T.E.P. Ltd diamond drill hole (DD337)
to a depth of 1338 feet. Bryan (1962) described rocks both of sedimentary and
i:jneous oriin from this hole.

40^South-west of the amphibolite, dolomite black shale occurs; this
overlies the Coomalie Dolomite, which in turn rests on the Crater Formation
in the solithwestern corner of Sheet E83.

The generalised skraticraphic sequence encountered in the area is
considered to be as follows.

•
chloritic schist aAd slate ("orebody chlorite schist"
at Rum jungle Creek Sotth).

black slate^'• •

chloritic slate - cIolomitic in part^(amphibolite)
black slate and dolomite black slate

black and chloritic slate interbedded with
hematitic mudstone and hematic quartzite
breccia

OLDaT DYICE

FORT:ATION

(0)

hematitic quartzite breccia

hematitic siltstone and sandstone

hematitic (1uarbzite

phosphate rock

hematite rock (ferrUginised dolomite?)

linonitic siltstone and sandstone

limonitic quartzite

chlordtic siltstono and sandstone

LTey shale and siltstone

+ .
limestone, dolomite, - black shale.

COO: Z'LLIE
DOL01:111E

Cast lemaine
(Pritchard

et: al.
1966)

r"

-

"(h)

I(L);)

Bed.:V )
le)

i(d.)

(c)

())

LC a)

OW:2
\TI CT

Siltstone, quartzi'6e, arkosc, conglomerate,

;



Tho hematitic quartzite hi.occia J.O Ye::arded by thc Irciter an boin
;...rt of the Lower 2ror000ic soononce. It occhl;s inf:ebodded with the Golden
Trm Ferlc.tion black s]atea a U Rhm Jun:Jo Croo P::Ds,je ct an a 20;eoply

and 'tan silt ones were found to occur wilhin. the main body of the
hatitic civartzite breccia south-east of the prospect.

Pritchard at 1:1_ (1966) stated that the structure of Castlemaine Hill
is an isoclihally folded sequence which has been deformed by a later.monoclinal
fold sith an axis alon: the western side of the hill. This structural settihf;
is based on earlier work by Williams (1963) at Rum Junf .;le Crook South open er ,;.
"J.) itchard also supports a suostion put forard by Williams that the hc,;c,titc
Taartzite breccia represents an oriinally siliceous sedimentary soQ . ,nce which
Las been brocciatod durinc;

The writer supports the idea that the breccia was oinally formed
as a distinct litholocical unit some time durinL the deposition of the Lower
Proter000ic sequence.

Rum Juh-le Crook South

The Rum Junjle Cek Smith orcbody was by far the larL;est of the
uranium orebodies mined in the Hundred of Goyder. Berkman (1964) and Williams
(1963) described the local c;oolojy and structure in detail and only a brief
comment is made here.

Berkman (1964) described the uranium orobody as follows:

"The orobody was an elon,:;ate tabular mass, of uranium dimensions
000 feet lonf .; north-west and 200 feet side and was mined for about 150 foot
vertically. The weathered rock ovorlyinz-the orobody, some 75 feet thick,
was barren of uranium mineralization excep“or three small pods of saleite.."

In the open cut between 35E anqE ( -Rum junzle Creek South local
:rid )part of the ore: ,:rade mineraliztion , extends below the floor of the
open cut for a short distance (30' - 40'). The hiL-hest csrade of mineralizatioa
accorded in this section was in DD391 (561bs. U303/ton between 221.3' - 223.6').

Sporadic hih rod low c;rade uranium mineralization, mainly between
140 1 to 210' below surface, continuos beyond the perimeter of the open cut to
the north-most and in scattered over an area of approximately 1200 feet
lonj and 380 feet wide. This area has been extensively drilled by T.E.P. Ltd.
the best intersections

CD 305^- 145 1 - 1961; 51' x 7.1 lbs. U 30 ton

DD 494^- 179 1 - 102';^3' x44.0 lbs. U 308/ton.

1:ineralization in thoother holes is ,Tnerally much nwer and less continuous.

It may be warranted to test the possible extension of the mineralia-
tion in CD 305 to the north-east. (Plate 16f.)^A. drill hole collar of 100 feet
sonth-scot of C305, depressed at 55 to the north-east is recommended.

South-east o2 the open cut only one hole encountered more than
1 lb U 30./ton ( .9D497 - 209' -292'; V x 1.35 lbs. U 3 0,/ton).

1 1.' 7.: ju !^ r
Spratt (19()2) states that this prospct^discovered. in 1953 and

rilled 1Jy^Ltd. in 1955-56 (9 chnra (t i.:1..1 holes, 1 diamond dri -.11 hole)
to Lost a small nuface radismot.:Ac anoaly. 2.E.P. Ltd. also drilled 1 2,

ad(1U:.ohal diamond drill holes du_rin,?; the period 1961 - 1962 beLwech 16.;
(Rum Junf2,.le local crid).

TEe ..;t; 17 a ■,:i_L;ra pi c succon:li.cm n this ar , .a is cc si lured to he os
I 1 (,)`: .3:
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COL= DYKE .

FOR.LATION

Ghloriti.c slate

pu ,:plc and hatitic slate, chloritic slate

black slate

JJ dolomite

chloritic slate

black slate interbedded with r.q2dtones,
siltstonos and hematitic quartzite breccia

( amphi bolite )

C001:AT,IE
^

dolomite
DOL07.1TE

"Castlomaine^hematitic quartzite breccia,crey slate, ..iltstone.
Beds"

limestone, dolomite, t chloritic slate.

The Golden Dyke Formation appears to form a comblex synclined structure
trendinc north-west. To the north-east the hematitic quartzite breccia is in
di -rect co:)tact with black shales and lenses of broccia occur within the black
slate. Approximately 100 feet north-cast of the slate-breccia contact w a
B.:1.R. rotary drill hole (R.60 - 1200W 1200Th Rum Jun:, -le Creek local ,:Tida-
encountered frazments of black slate at the bottom of the hole.

Below the (;round surface and south-west of the slate-bredcia contact
a ved3e of dolomite, thickeninc to the south-west appears between the Golden
Dyke Formation and the Gastlemaine Beds.

Sporadic low (Jradc uranium mineralization has been encountered in
one churn drill hole and three diamoncrill holes in this area, the assay
results are listed below.,.

CD 171

DD 522

DD 523

DD 299

110' - 115';

72' -^75T;
67' - 90';
108' - 111 1 i .

134' - 136';

165' - 160';

5'x 1.43 lbs U30 ton.

yx 1.39 lbs. If

3!x 1.01 lbs.^IT

3' -x 1.10 lbo.

2'x 3.54 lbs.

3' x 1.25 lbs.

Spratt (1962) recommended that two diamond drill holes should be
drilled on either side of DD523 to test any .c:::tensions of uranium mineraliza-
tion (presumably along strike). This recommendation has not been carried out.

Run Jfln0.e Crock East Arca (P1 ate 16h) . .

A sequence of c,,rey and red slate and shale occur within the
hematitic anar'tzite breccia east of Rum Jun:Te Creek Prospect.

North-nest of this area hich radioactivity was recorded in slates
within the hematitic quartzite breccia in^rotary drill hole R60.
Ho -;ievor, radiometric assays of drill cuttj;n:;s over part of the ra(licactive
interval jh the hole cave less than 0,001J U300 and the radioactivity of the

y;as very lcm.

To the west of this area :low ffrade uranium mincEalizatioh was r00erde(7 ,

In blao':a.0 nc-r the ho:. , titic quart.7,ito broccia in TED Ltd diamond drill
1, ,N
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The surface radiometric backround in the area uas measured with a
field rateuctur and the readinas were taken in the valley north-west of the
slate exposuras of 7NOW 'Flynn 's local rid). A sliaht radiometric anomaly
was outlined directly over the slate exposures, but Only low radiouctric values
were recorded in the valley to the north-vest. However, the surface soil cover
may have masked any subsurface radiometric anomalies present.

Reconnaissance auger or blast hole drillina of the valley . between
OW and 24W (Flynn's local aTid) is recommended to trace the extension of the
slate alonz strike and test for any subsurface radioactive anomalies.

Run Jun-le Latcrites, Geolsec, Easticks:

T.:;.P. Ltd drilled a total of six diamond drill holes to test surface
radiometric anomalies in these areas. No . sianificant uranium mineralization
was encountered in any of these holes.

Radiomotric Results  from Auer  Drillin;7 Surveys.

Radiometric anomalies outlined by the 1961 B.E,R. auaer drill
survey are listed below.

Locality^ Radiometric units

,

1. n 2911
(Flynns local arid)

2. 27E 10N
, (Rum Junale Creek Soath)

local arid

3. 40E 9 -N
(Rum Jungle Creek South)
local arid)

4. 51E ON
(Run Junle Creek South)
local arid

^

0.073^. Rum Junaae Creek
laterites area.

Run Junale Creek

^

0.100^South

^0.073^Rum Junale Creek
South

0.055

All rcadinzs were made in veathered rock.. Surface specimens of
limonitic rock from Flynns locality submitted for assays recorded up to
0.150 1J308 (eQuivalent to 3.36 lbs. U)00/ton). However two diamond drill
holes and three churn drill holes driiled in the vicinity of the radiometric
anomaly . by T.E.P. Ltd did not substantiate the surface assays.

Localities 2 and 3 re :.)resent north-so stony and s:-uth-casterly
extensions of the Run Jumble Creek Siuth. -uranium mineralization. Both areas
have been drilled by T.E.P. Ltd and. their results have been outlined earlier
in this re.:)ort.

Two diamond drill holes (Dp635, DD645) were drilled by T.E.P.
about 100 feet north-west of locality 4. No si ,.-aificant uranium mineraliztion
was encounered by these holes.

In the period 1962-63^carried out an e:Itensive au:er
survey (Pritchard et al, 1963(a), (b),) in the area covered by Sheet E03.
Radiometric anomalies encountered by this survey are listed below.
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Locality
(Flynns local grid)

Radiometric
units

1, °r
mincraIlLtion

5. 14E 28N^ 0.085 .^no P
2
05 evident

6. 13E^1911^ 0.105^I c,A, 9 : c■ d c 11.0:-;
mincra.1;7.n.

7.^20E 261'T^ 0.155 '^low grade 1' 20 5

mineralizat ion

0^23E ION^ 0.100^hub grade P 00 5
mineraliztron

Although field test for P 2O ri in the auger drill hole at locality
6 were_ neg,ntive, phosphate mincralf.z.ition is present in other holes
immediately south east of this locality; which may account for the high
radioactivity recorded at locality 6.

An auger drill sample from locality 7 save 0.72 lbs. U,0 ton
between 4 1 6 below .rface. Other samples from the same hole snowed much
lower values.

Other smaller and less intense radiometric anomalies were
encountered by this survey to the south-east.

T.E.P. Ltd. auger drilling survey outlined low geochomical anomalies
associated with a radiometric anomaly at the Rum Jungle Crock Latcrites.
Peak values are as follows:

Locality
(Flynns local grid)

^
Cu pp;.

^47 2911
^

175 ^(analyses with

^

2W 29Y
^

1 75^biquinoline)

Pb . ppm.

^")07•
^ ,analyses with

^

5W 231
^

45 •^dithizone)

No further work is recommended in this area.

The 1962^auger drilling survey outlined a cluster of copper,
lead, nickel and va=lium anomalicF; in the vicinity of a small radiometric
anomaly (locality 0 in this report). The results were obtained by optical
emission spectrogTaph analyzes and the peak values arc listed below.

Locality
(Rum Jungle Creek)
South local grid

52E 711

49E 911
OE 1011

51E TI

Cu ppm.

1500

Ph. ppm
300
300

Ni ppm.
300

(analyses by optical
emission spectregraph

53E 10j^300

It is^ "srapc"^T.:;.P.lta diamond
drill. holes DD638, 642 and 645, should be collected and atomic aho7;)1;ion
sps6.rograph analyses carried (Alt to determine their Cu, Pb, Ni^V,

cyu(.:1
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CO:.:PILTIC. -Z^Cflste 1(a)

iTistorv of1::olorotion

1. Mc 1952^high level airborne scintillometer survey md
both of '21() low level airborne surveys (1956 T.E.P. Ltd., 1957 B..)
located anomalous radioactivity at Castlemaine Prospect and in Batchelor
Laterites area.

2. In 1956 T.E.P. Ltd made a surface radiometric and geochomical
survey in the Batchelor Laterite:3 area and 26 churn drill holes were
drilled. :dadiomotric and geoch=ical surveys were also carried out
at Castlomaine Prospect and two churn drill holes were drilled.

J. During the period 1560-1962 T.E.P.Ltd. drilled 16 diamond drill
holes at 0astlemaine Prospect and S diamond drill holes at Batchelor
Laterites. (Spratt 1962)

4. (a) During 1561-1962 B.LhP. auger drilled Rum Jungae Creek south
Extended, Castlemaine Hill, Batchelor Laterites and Batchelor
Latorites Extended L2ia areas. b̂surface radiometric and i
Ecochemical surveys wore carried out in this auEer drillind
programme (luxton and Shields 1963 a,b.)

(b) During the period 1961-1963 B.L.ih conducted Eeophysical
surveys (surface radiometric and electromagnetic) in. hum JunEle
Creek South, Castlemaine Hill and Batchelor Laterite local grid
areas (:owe ton 1962 a,b) in Powerline area (Douglas 1962); and
in Batchelor Laterites^are. ()ouglas 1964, Ashley 1965.)

5. During. 1962-1964 D.1"...1Z. invostigd phosphate mineralization in
the Poworlinc area, Area 4, Batchelor Latorites Extended and Castlemaino
Prospect areas (Pritchard at al 1963, 1966,)

6. During 1962-1963 T.E.P. Ltd diamond drilled the "Conducting horizon"
in the Rum Jungle Creek South and CastleiAine Hill areas, extending to the
east of the Batchelor Laterites area (::ipratt 1963).

7. In 1964 T.E.P. Ltd. carried out auger -drilling in the folloing areas

(a) auger drilling was en:tended south-west along traverses 00002
and 10600k (him Jungle ,Creek South local grid).

(h) yeoonnulns:moo un;;erItlin^out in uhn wRu,3:h011,:n
East arca in the soe,h-eastern part of the sheet area. (L;pratt 1964)

Gcor].oky .

The general feabuccs oP the goolo,.y as described in the area
covered by -2,33 continue south-east into :2,93 sheet area.

The "Castlemaine Beds" form a prominen:b ridEo and its south-
c: stern end is bodocd by the Coomalic Dolomite. The ridge consists
1:.rgely of 3:mati:;ic ouarLsite 1:occia Lad sandstone. Isolated bodies uf
breccia and s:I.dstoao occur within the dolomite near the edge of the ridge
;Jul small outcrops of limonit -ic auartsite breccia,."hematite rock", pink
c.uurtite cud quart7ito breccia, homatitio siltstono and mudstone with
phosphate mineralization extend further within the dolomite.
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•^ The Golden Dyke Formation OCCUUL: in a synclinal structure on the
south-western side of the ric• and trends south-east. Further south-east
in thu Batchelor La rites atonded area the strike swin3z to north-cast.
To the south-west across the strike, the Golden Dyke .A)rmation a:Tears to
ijrade into dolomitic black chulo which is associsted with extensive m,. -.L;cr;
oZ "amdhibolit,ic" rock. The Ooomalie Dolomite reappears in the south-western
1-,art of the sheet area

The stratigraphic sequence as derived from drill holes in the area
is outlined below.

Post-Lower^ferruci_nised sediments (ferruginous
Proterozoic^breccia, laterite).

GOLDEN :cyficE

"Castlemaine
Beds"

chloritic schist and slate,
black slate, chloritic slate,
dolomitic black slate, "ambhiboliteP

dolomite, mudstone.

hematite rock.
quartzite, quartzite breccia.
limonitic quartzite breccia.
hematitic mudstone, hematitic siltstone.
hematitic quartzite breccia, sandstone.

dolomito,t1,:srlolltic dolomite,
•dolomitic 1^shale.
• _

•

Radiometric Anomolie:J.

A number of small, but locally intense radiometric anomalies
occur within the area covered by sheet 93 and extend cast into the area
covered by 'EN.. Eost of the anomalies occui-within the Casticmaine Beds
and the Coomalie Dolomite and some of these anomalies are associated with
nhosphate mineralization.

The anomalies are summarised as follows.

Batchelor Laterites^radiometric units
local grid

1. 14600 E 2200 N 0.041

,
." 13700 E 650 S 0.050

3, 1.W0^:..; :200^;2) 0.129

The radiometric anomalies st the first two localities were outlind
by the 1()61 'Aid 1962^:mi:veyr_; aud the third was loc:rted by . the 1N3

Hieutc frnvvey. 1To^;.11110.1:alizs-Ltion was encountel -ed in any of

dHmend drill holc.:1 d2,:illed in
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Geochemical Anomalies

The 1961 and 1962 B.k^uGor drilling surveys °ill:lined a
well defined copper anomaly between 8000E - 10600E (Rum Jungle Cree
South local Grid) Anomalous values of nickel, cobalt and vanadium are
also associated with this anomaly (anomaly 1).

The position of this anomaly follows the established pattern in
the 2um Junle district as it straddles the Golden Dyke Formation -
Coomalie Dolomite contact.^However, in this locality the dolomite is
overlain by ferruginiscd dolomite ("laterite") and further north-cast
by hematitic quartzite breccia.

A lead anomaly (anomaly 2) and another copper anomaly (anomaly 3)
occur in the Golden Dyke Formation south-west and south of anomaly 1.

A separate group of lead, copper and vanadium anomalies OCCU2

further south-cast (anomaly 4), around 13200E 1400S (Batchelor Laterites
Extendcd local grid).

Smaller goochemical anomalies with copper and lead values locally
in excess of 800 ppm are scattered within the Golden Dyke Formation.
The most intense of these anomalies are listed in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Anomaly 1 - occurs in Golden Dyke Förmation and Coomalie Dolomite

Co-ordinates
(Rum Jungle Creek South) .

local grid .^•^•.

,

94 00 E 4 00 N 2000 ppm Cu
10200 E 600 N 1900 ppm Cu
10600 E 600 N 2500 ppm Cu
8200 E 400 N 500ppm Hi
9200 E 600 N 300 ppm Ni
0600 1] 400 N 300 ppm Co
8400 E Goo H 300 ppm V

Anomaly 2.^occurs in Golden Dyke Formation
ppm

9200 2^00 IT^150 Pb
9400 E 00 N^700 ppm Ni, 500 ppm Co, 200 ppm V.

Anomaly. - occurs in Golden Dyke Formation

10400 E 00n^1300 ppm Cu

(Castlemaino Hill)
local 0id

10400 2 200
^

050 ppm Cu
10600 2 200 H
^

1600 piLli Cu

oconi%t -in^*o

(:,iatchelor Latritcs
local grid

13200 2 1400 S 2000 ppm Cu, 1600 ppm Ph
13400 2 000 S 2000 ppm 1%
13400 2 1600 S 300 ppm V
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TOLE 1 (cont)

/2-19L,2„.1.,y_5L- occurs in Golden Dykc .uormation

(3atchelor Laborites Lxt.)
local grid

13600 E 1000 0
13000 E 1600 S
14000 E 1600 S

1000 ppm Pb
1000 ppm Pb
500 ppm V

Anomaly 6 - occurs in Golden Dyke Formation

(Hum Jungle Creek South)
local Grid

6600 E 400 0^1000 ppm Cu, 1000 ppa Pb.
200 ppM Ni.

T.E.P.Ltd carried out a diamond drilling programme to test a
"conducting horizon" in the Gailen Dyke Formation. Some of these diamond
drill holes were collated hoar or within the e:dstin,3 Gnochemical anomalies.
Ho uranium and only very minor base metal mineralization was encountered
in those holes. A summary of diamond drilling results is given below.

Anomaly 1 was drilled by 11 diamond drill holes and two of those intersected
trace copper and lead mineralization as follows.

DD 529 - Galena at 194' ; chalcoprite at 210', 273 1 .
DD 531 - chalcopyrite at 94'

South-east of anomalies 1 and 3, two diamond drill holes encountered trace
base metal mineralization:

DD 535 - 237' - 239' ;maximum Cu'in hole - 0.74510.
7 245' - 247'; maximum Pb in hole 0 .355&

DD 536 - 274' , 176'; makirouro Cu 2.0'd

Anomaly 2 was drilled by two diamond drill holes. No mineralization was
encountered.

A small lead anomaly near anomaly 4 was drilled by one diamond
drill hole. Again no mineralization was encountered.

One diamond drill hole about 100 feet north-east of anomaly 6 failed
to intersect any mineralization

•
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ALIDEL GEocilanca bLitVICE

JOB 1059/68 TABLE 11 BATCH NO 1.

Saml-de No DD656 Cu ppm Pb ppm Zn ppm^Co ppm Ni ppm
10-28'67123082 790 20 30^140 120

3 20-46' 800 15 55^85 170
4 46-631 1100 20 245^70 585

. 5 63-81' 2350 15 500^55 l000
6 81-102' 930 65 310^35 640

Std L 1.11

7 102-1251 810 220 125^70 70
DD658

8x 10-27' 3350 75 Igo^140 845
9 27-45' 1550 loo 95^80 345

90 45-651 2250 200 200^200 650
1 •^65-85' 1300 40 90^130 225
2 85-109' 1550 25 150^200 400
3 109-127' 1350 lo 155^110 300
4 127-145' 950 15 165^loo 330
5 145-163' 320 25 65^95 240
6 163-1791 590 75 55^110 330
7 179-1951 420 95 50^180 170
8 195-203' '840 200 70^360 350

DD664

67123099 10-27' 1250 75 75^go 230
67123088x

.^.
.11-,ZELGEOC=CALsthicE

JOB 1059/68

Sample No DD664,
cont.

$

Cu ppm .Pb ppm

BATCH NO 2

Zn'ppm^Co ppm Ni ppm

67123100^' 27-46 1 3900 60 115 350 585
1 46-64, ,^,^950 35 70 120 250
.. 64-041 z_._^p 060 25 100 170 40(
3 04-1021 730 30 120 65 320

4 102-119' 200 65 65 65 180

5 119-1371 120 45 40 30 100
Std 12.12

6 137-153, 150 25 30 40 95
7 1-1./9' 210 100 55 loo 235
a 179-1001 540 200 90 200 340

DD668
9 18-351 180 75 115 75 70

10 35-55' .^290 200 140 75 70
11 55-74' 1^210^• 130 125 75 70
2x 74-93' 180 110 125 90 70

13 93-111' 350 200 130 130 75
4 111-129l 290 140, 140 95 70
5 129-147' 460 170 170 55 75
6 147-1661 , 200 85 130 55 75

67123117 166-184' 420 130 140 70 80
12x^ :1 ---•
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JOB 1059/68

Sample ifo

AtiDEL

D0660
cont.

SZRVICE1

BATCH NO 3

Cu ppm^Pb ppm^Zn ppm Co ppm Ili ppm

67123110 104-201 2450 110 70 65 130
6(123129 201-219 060 170 80 75 125

9 219-238' 460 220 115 40 BO
20 239-230' 500 100 90 55 80

1 250-2731 520 120 75 45 95
273-292 400 loo 70 35 90

3 292-312 390 110 75 35 120
4 1312-326 2550 170 200 120 170

Std LI 3
5 ! 328-30 2250 120 60 80 90
ox 348-365 1300 140 55 70 105
7 365-335 670 240 70 60 75
6- 385-401 470 170 80 55 65

67123126x

SCI••E Cl

RESULTS in ppm

Although drilling results have been disappointing, "scrape samples"
of the existing diamond drill cores were taken in September 1967 and those
were analysed fa) Cu, Pb, Zn, Co and Ni. 7t.as thought that by this means
it may be possible to establish a pattern 6f'n7ace element distribution. which
may indicate areas that warrant further testing.

Anomaly 1 . was selected for this exercise and scrape samples were
taken from diamond drill cores 656, 656, 664 and 668 over a total core
length of 061 feet.' It was decided to take one balk scrape sample from each
core tray containing about 20 feet of core and 40 bulk samples were collected.

The geochemical analyses of the samples are listed in table 11.

It is evident from the distribution of copper and nickel values
in cross section (Plates 17b, 17c) that the anomalies extend below the
surface.

The highest eoiper values in DD 1 5. 656, 650 and 664 occur within
the slates some distance above the contact with the dolomite. The extent
of the anomaly to the south-west of ED 666 is no no -;:n. Diamond drill core
from ED 663 could be assayed to check whether the copper anomaly persistS
to this locality and the same drill hole could be deepened up to 300 feet
to chock wnethe .,:' the Coomelie Dolomite contact has actually been reached
in this hole, and whether the copper anomaly extends into the dolomite.

proposal howevor, can only be accepted a low priority.

The nickel anomaly is confined to the eastern part of the cross
section in DD's656, 650 and 664-

It is evident that scrape sosirplin7 of the existing diamond. drill cores
could be used to define the pat ern of trace element distribution and indice

rljncrniti , fl eGultd occur in acri2th- This method could,
for instance, provide useful dat:a at the 5  ngi.o 1;:orLh, Triangle South and
Durton Creek prospects, where past diamond drilling of g .00chemical anomalies
did not intersect an:./ shbstantial
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